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Abstract 
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This thesis describes and provides a structural analysis for depictives and wh-

movement of depictives in all three East Slavic languages, Russian, Ukrainian and 

Belarusian.  It gives a description of two types of depictives, those that agree in case with 

the argument that they modify (Case Agreement Depictives, CADs) and those that 

invariably show instrumental case (Instrumental Case Marked Depictives, ICMDs).  This 

thesis proposes a structural account of these depictive structures and provides an account 

of the restrictions on the grammatical relations of DPs modified by ICMDs, and the 

absence of such restrictions on DPs modified by CADs. Moreover, it provides an account 

of the pied-piping requirement on wh-moved CADs in Russian and Belarusian, and the 

absence of such a requirement on wh-moved ICMDs. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

This thesis describes and analyzes the phenomenon of wh-movement of depictive 

structures in Russian, Ukrainian and Belarusian. Previous research has shown 

(McKishnie 2012; Richardson 2006) that the Russian and Ukrainian languages differ 

slightly in wh-movement of object depictive structures, as illustrated in examples (1) 

(Russian) and (2) (Ukrainian) below (both from Richardson 2006): 

(1)1 Каким/*какого           милиция   привела      Ивана        домой? 
Kakim/*kakogo    milicija      prívela        Ivana          domoj t? 

 which.INST/which.ACC  police         brought      Ivan.ACC    home 
‘In what state did the police bring Ivan home?’ 

        
(2) Яким/якого                 мiлiцiя  привела  його       додому? 

Jakym/jakogo     milicija pryvela    jogo        dodomu t? 
which.INST/which.ACC  police    brought   him.ACC home 
'In what state did the police bring him home?'                 
 

As can be seen, these two closely related languages differ in the forms in which the wh-

element may appear; in Ukrainian only, it may appear in the same case as the argument 

which it modifies (Case-Agreement Depictives, CAD), while in both languages it may 

appear in instrumental case (Instrumental Case-Marked Depictives, ICMD).  However, 

this is not a result of the structure being entirely disallowed in Russian, as Russian does 

have CADs when there is no wh-element present as seen in (3) below, from Slabakova 

(2008): 

                                                
1 Abbreviations used in this thesis: 
NOM Nominative case ACC Accusative case  DAT Dative case 
INST Instrumental case PREP Prepositional case  GEN Genitive case 
PRES Present tense  PST Past tense   FUT Future tense 
SG Singular  PL Plural    PASS Passive 
M Masculine  F Feminine   N Neuter 
VOC Vocative case  ESS Essive case   SUBL Sublative vase 
CL Clitic   AGR Agreement   REL Relative 
DEP Depictive  TOP Topicalization   Q Question 
PERF Perfective aspect  
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(3) Иван         пришёл домой из    больницы  здоровый/здоровым 
Ivan           prishel   domoj iz     bol’nicy     zdorovyj/zdorovym.  
Ivan.NOM arrived    home from hospital      healthy.NOM/healthy.INST  
‘Ivan arrived home from the hospital healthy/cured.’  
 

Therefore, we can assume that the ungrammaticality of the CAD structure in (1) results 

from a restriction on the wh-movement of a CAD object depictive in Russian, not merely 

on the CAD structure of an object depictive itself. 

 In the analysis portion of this thesis, I propose that CAD and ICMD structures in 

East Slavic are different structures.  Specifically, I propose that the CAD structure is a 

DP adjunct to the nominal element which it modifies, while the ICMD structure is a VP 

adjunct, when modifying the internal argument, and a vP adjunct when modifying the 

external argument.  The divergent wh-movement properties between Russian and 

Ukrainian can be accounted for by the presence of a restriction on wh-movement in 

Russian that requires pied-piping of the entire DP containing a CAD undergoing wh-

movement.  This is slightly divergent from previous analyses such as McKishnie (2012), 

which argues that the structural difference between CADs and ICMDs is that ICMDs are 

VP adjuncts and CADs are NP specifiers.  Then I account for the divergent wh-

movement properties by proposing that the interrogative C in Russian has an 

uninterpretable determiner feature [uD], which disallows the CAD structure from 

moving, as it would have needed the entire DP including the object to move as well; 

whereas, without this feature in Ukrainian, only the wh-element is required to move.  

ICMDs are permitted in Russian on the assumption that the depictive was contained in a 

DP with null D and N heads in a VP adjunct.  This analysis had been a departure from the 

only previous analysis of these facts, that given by Richardson (2006), in which she 

analyses both the CAD and ICMD structures as VP adjuncts.  She then proposes that wh-
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movement is permitted in structures which have an AspP dominating the depictive.  

However, both of these analyses are based on very limited data; only a couple of 

sentences can be found in the literature regarding this topic.  This thesis investigates this 

line of research further, and extends it to the Belarusian language as well.  Belarusian is 

closely related to the two other languages to be investigated in this study, which have 

been studied in greater detail, particularly Russian (Bailyn 2003; Corbett 2006; 

Richardson 2003; Slabakova 2008 among many others). 

Wh-movement in Slavic languages has received considerable attention in the 

literature.  Not much work has been done specifically on the Belarusian language, despite 

other Slavic languages being investigated, such as Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian (Rudin 

1988; Richards 2001; Bošković 2002), Russian (Pesetsky 1989; Richardson 2003; 2006) 

and Ukrainian (Richardson 2006; Bashutski 2008). Furthermore, there has been very little 

work done on wh-movement of depictive structures other than Richardson (2003; 2006), 

although there has been some work done on depictives themselves, such as Rothstein 

(2001), Filip (2001), Irimia (2005) and Pylkkänen (2008).    

The research described in this thesis will shed light on the structure of depictives 

and the nature of the restrictions on their wh-movement. 

This thesis addresses three main research questions: 

1. Which grammatical relations (subjects, objects, etc.) can be 

associated with CADs and ICMDs in the languages under 

consideration?  (Chapter 2) 

2. Is wh-movement of all of these depictives possible, and if not, how 

is it constrained? (Chapter 3) 
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3. Does the Belarusian language syntactically pattern with the 

Russian language, the Ukrainian language, or does it demonstrate 

unique patterns of its own with respect to wh-movement of 

depictives?  (Chapters 2 & 3)  

In the rest of this chapter I will present my methodology (Section 1.1), a literature review  
 
(Section 1.2), and an overview of my findings (Section 1.3) 
 
1.1 Methodology 

A central component of the research for this thesis was the collection of my own original 

data through the use of both native-speaker grammaticality judgment tasks and elicitation 

of new examples from native speakers.  The first step of the data collection involved the 

recruitment of 2 participants per language.  Participants were young to middle-aged 

adults, with an age range of 23-45.  Two of the participants (one Russian and one 

Belarusian speaker) had linguistic training, while the other subjects did not.  However, all 

participants had at least some university education. The participants were native Russian, 

Belarusian or Ukrainian speakers who had at least some competence in English (native-

like proficiency was not necessary).  No preference was made as to age (other than the 

exclusion of minors for ethical considerations), gender or region of origin, although all of 

these demographic factors were recorded. Due to social and political factors (Pavlenko 

2006), many people in Ukraine and Belarus are bilingual in both their national language 

as well as Russian, and this was reflected in the participants in my study. All participants 

for Ukrainian and Belarusian participants were bilingual native speakers their national 

language as well as Russian, and all of my Russian participants had at least some contact 

with another language, Belarusian in one case and Ukrainian in another. However, 
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individual participants participated only as speakers of one language explicitly, although 

informal comparisions between the language under investigation and other languages 

spoken by the participant were sometimes drawn by the participant. 

 Another methodological consideration of this type of research is that when asked 

about grammaticality of sentences, many people may revert to grammatical ‘rules’ taught 

in school as a basis for making their decisies; therefore, speakers may judge a sentence as 

ungrammatical if it is ‘prescriptively’ wrong in their language, even though they may use 

it themselves in informal speech.  Before each interview, I reminded the speakers of the 

goal of the research (to access vernacular speech), and asked speakers to give a binary 

response of either ‘grammatical’ or ‘ungrammatical’. 

 Once participants had been recruited and their informed consent was obtained via 

a signed consent form, they were interviewed once for no more than an hour.  

Additionally, one participant was contacted later via email to obtain further data. The 

interviews were conducted in informal settings, such as libraries, and all interviews were 

done face-to-face, with the exception of one participant who was was contacted via 

Skype.  The structure of the interviews themselves was fairly informal.  The only records 

kept were my handwritten (or word-processed) notes; no audio or visual recordings were 

made.  The interviews took place in a context of English, Russian and/or Ukrainian, as I 

speak Russian and Ukrainian as additional languages; all Belarusian participants were 

bilingual in either Russian or English.  Due to social and political factors, Russian is 

widely spoken throughout Belarus, perhaps even more so than Belarusian (Pavlenko 

2006), and therefore Russian may have influenced Belarusian speakers’ judgements.  The 

interviews consisted of two types of tasks: grammaticality judgment tasks and elicitation 
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tasks.  The grammaticality judgment tasks consisted of the presentation of a test example 

and a question that determined the acceptability of the stimulus to the participant, as in 

(4) below: 

(4) Would you say/Вы сказали бы… 
 
  Каким/Какому                он передал Ивану привет? 
  Kakim/kakomu                on  peredal  Ivanu         privet? 
  which.INST/which.DAT    he  passed   Ivan.DAT  greetings 
  
  When you mean/Когда вы значите… 
  
  In what state (of Ivan) did he send his greetings to Ivan? 
 
I created the judgement task stimuli myself.  I also elicited some data from the 

participants, as shown in the example below: 

(5)  How would you say/Как вы сказали бы… 
  
  Which Ivan did Maria give the letter to? 
 
Each example was coded as either grammatical or ungrammatical for each speaker. 

1.2 Background Information 

The relevant literature can be divided into four main areas: the phrase structure (i.e.  
 
Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001, 2007a,b, 2008), the morphosyntactic (case) system of East  
 
Slavic (Corbett 2006), wh-movement (Richardson 2006; Richards 2001) and secondary  
 
predication (Pylkkänen 2008; Verkerk 2009; Rothstein 2001). 
 
1.2.1 Phrase Structure Assumptions 

The Minimalist Program (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2007a,b, 2008) will be the general 

framework within which the analysis will be carried out. This theory postulates the 

existence a single, innate language component in the mind common to all humans at 
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birth, which can be set to different parameters based on the language(s) to which one is 

exposed during development.   

The aspects of this framework that are most relevant to my research include the 

assumption that adjuncts are added to the structure via the operation Adjoin, that 

arguments are added to the structure by means of the operation Merge, which consists of 

both an external Merge component (henceforth referred to as simply Merge) as well as an 

internal Merge component (henceforth referred to as Move for simplicity).  A second 

assumption is that Move is motivated by the need to ‘check’ semantically uninterpretable 

features by matching them with a corresponding feature.  For example, the movement of 

a DP from Spec-vP to Spec-TP would be motivated by the need of an uninterpretable 

feature on the T head, such as a [uD] feature, to be checked by a feature found on the 

closest accessible DP, such as the D category feature.  Wh-movement is assumed to be 

motivated by similar means, to check an uninterpretable [uWH] feature on the C head, as 

seen in example (7), the tree diagram for example (6). 

(6) What did you buy? 
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(7)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As can be seen in (7), the wh-element moves from its Merged position as the complement  
 
of the VP to Spec-CP position, motivated by the [uWH] feature on C.  Some other critical 

assumptions include the presence of both a vP and a VP projection; this is in order to 

separate the external and internal arguments into different projections.  This will have 

consequences throughout the paper, as differences in adjunction to vP vs. VP will be 

present.  Another assumption is that East Slavic languages value all nouns, determiners 

and adjectives for case.  This results in positions such as VP adjuncts valuing for case, 

which is unexpected, as some other models postulate that only arguments receive case.  

However, this is not possible given the morphosyntactic system of the languages, as seen 
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in 1.2.2 below.  The final assumption is that, despite lacking traditional determiners such 

as articles, East Slavic languages still contain DPs.  One piece of evidence for this is that 

pronouns, which are commonly assumed to be of the category D, behave differently than 

plain nouns (see example 36 in Chapter 2), suggesting that they are not of category N, but 

of category D.   

1.2.2 Case System of East Slavic 

East Slavic languages are a group of three closely related languages, Russian, Ukrainian 

and Belarusian.  Russian and Ukrainian are highly fusional languages, by which I mean 

that several pieces of grammatical information are ‘fused’ into a single morpheme.  They 

also have relatively free word order (DeLossa et. al 2004; Müller 2002; Wade 2002).  

Each nominal element in a sentence is marked for one of seven cases (DeLossa et. al 

2004; Corbett 2006; Wade 2002), and the grammatical relations can be inferred from 

these case markings.  Typically, nominative case is used for subjects, accusative case for 

direct objects, genitive case for possessors, dative case for indirect objects, prepositional 

case for locations, and instrumental case for oblique elements (Wade 2002), as seen in 

(8), from Russian.   

 (8) Иван-Ø                на-писа-л               письм-о               Мари-и    
  Ivan-Ø                  na-pisa-l                 pis’m-o                Mari-i      
  Ivan.SG.M.NOM     PERF-write-PST.M    letter-N.SG.ACC    Maria.F.SG.DAT      
  в  библиотек-е           ручк-ой  

v  bibliotek-e              ruchk-oi 
in  library.F.SG.PREP   pen.F.SG.INST  
‘Ivan wrote a letter to Maria in the library with a pen.’ 
  

Prepositions also assign a particular case, although which case is assigned varies from 

preposition to preposition (Wade 2002).  Furthermore, some verbs assign ‘quirky’ case 

marking to their objects, such as Russian pozvonit ‘to call  (on the phone)’, which assigns 
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dative case to its direct object (Richardson 2001).  (9) shows a declension of a singular 

masculine noun, student ‘student’, in all three languages.  Note that the Russian and 

Belarusian declensions are nearly identical, although not exactly (prepositional singular, 

accusative and genitive plural). 

 (9) a. Case  Russian    
     Singular Plural 
   NOM  student-Ø student-y  
   ACC  student-a student-ov 
   GEN  student-a student-ov 
   PREP  student-e student-ax 
   DAT  student-u student-am 
   INST  student-om student-ami 
   VOC2  N/A  N/A 
 
  b. Case  Ukrainian    
    Singular Plural 
   NOM  student-Ø student-y  
   ACC  student-a student-iv 
   GEN  student-a student-iv 
   PREP  student-ovi student-ax 
   DAT  student-ovi student-am 
   INST  student-om student-ami 
   VOC  student-e student-y 
 
  c. Case  Belarusian    
    Singular Plural 
   NOM  student-Ø student-y  
   ACC  student-a student-ow 
   GEN  student-a student-ow 
   PREP  studenc-e student-ax 
   DAT  student-u student-am 
   INST  student-om student-ami 
   VOC  N/A  N/A 
 
 

                                                
2 The vocative case was once active in all three languages, but has fallen out of use in 
Russian and Belarusian, with exceptions found in religious settings i.e. Otec Otche 
‘Father’, Box Bozhe ‘God’.  It will not be part of my analysis, as it plays little to no 
role in the syntax, only occurring when addressing the listener in informal speech. 
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Although they do share many similar properties with respect to their case marking 

and syntax, Ukrainian and Russian do display some differences.  One such example is the 

use of a question particle in Ukrainian for asking yes/no questions, with only punctuation 

and intonation used in Russian.  This difference can be seen in the sentences given for 

Ukrainian and Russian in (10) and (11), respectively. 

(10) Чи    ти           пiдеш         у кiно? 
 Chi   ti             pidesh        u  kino? 
 Q     you.NOM going.FUT  to  movie 
 ‘Are you going to the movie?’ 
 
(11) Ты            пойдешь     в    кино? 
 Ti              poidesh       v    kino 
 you.NOM  going.FUT   to   movie 
 ‘Are you going to the movie?’ 

 
1.2.3 Wh-Movement 

Wh-movement differs cross-linguistically in a variety of ways.  As illustrated in the 

examples below, languages can either have (a) overt wh-movement, as in English (12), 

(b) allow the wh-element to remain in situ, as in Japanese (13) (Adger 2006), or (c) have 

optional movement, as in Wetsuwit’en-Babine (14)-(15) (Denham 2001). 

 (12) What did John buy? 
  

(13) John-wa     nani-o      kaimasita ka?  
John-TOP   what-ACC bought      Q 
‘What did John buy?’        
 

 (14)  Lillian ndu yunket? 
  Lillian what bought 
  ‘What did Lillian buy?’ 
 

(15)      Ndu Lillian yunket? 
  What Lillian bought 
  ‘What did Lillian buy?’              
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Languages can also have restrictions on the number of wh-elements that are allowed to 

move. Languages like English allow only one wh-element to move per clause, as seen in 

(16)-(18), while languages like Bulgarian require that all wh-elements move, as seen in 

(19) (Rudin 1988).   

 (16)  Who did Ivan give what to? 
 
 (17) *What who did Ivan give to?      
 
 (18) *To who what did Ivan give? 
        
 (19)  Na kogo  kakvo dade Ivan? 

to  who  what    gave  Ivan 
                   ‘What did Ivan give to who?’                
 
As can be seen, all wh-phrases in Bulgarian can undergo overt wh-movement, whereas in 

English, only one wh-element can undergo overt wh-movement. 

 Wh-movement of depictives has not been discussed in great detail in the literature, 

with the only published study of the topic being that of Richardson (2006).  Richardson 

analyzes the CAD and ICMD structures in Russian and Ukrainian as both being VP 

adjuncts, with the case-marking differences being due to whether the case is valued via 

CONCORD with the element it modifies, or valued as instrumental case by the head of 

an AspP dominating the depictive adjective.  The Wh-movement facts were then 

accounted for by saying that the Russian CAD does not have a dominating AspP, and 

therefore has no ‘escape hatch’ for the wh-movement to occur, unlike the Ukrainian 

CAD, which does have an AspP dominating it.  In my analysis, however, I analyse CADs 

and ICMDs as being structurally distinct, with CADs adjoining as DP-adjuncts and 

ICMDs adjoining as either VP or vP adjuncts, depending on the argument that they 

modify.  This allows for case vauling to occur by valuing the entire DP in the case of 
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CADs, and by default oblique case being assigned to vP or VP adjuncts, which in the 

case of East Slavic languages happens to be instrumental case. 

 Another phenomenon which is important to the analysis under discussion is that 

of pied piping (Ross 1967; Abels 2007; Cable 2010).  Pied piping is when an entire 

phrase or constituent moves together, such as a DP or PP.  In some cases, wh-movement 

is known to inolve pied piping of the entire phrase (as in 19, as the preposition ‘na’ 

moves along with the wh-element) (Cable 2010), or it may allow part of the phrase to be 

stranded, as in (16).  This will be discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 3. 

1.2.4 Secondary Predication 

The main phenomenon under investigation in this thesis is the depictive, which is a type 

of secondary predication.  Irimia (2005) argues that the most important distinction in 

secondary predication is between resultatives and depictives.  She argues that this 

difference can be captured by saying that resultatives are the result caused by the event, 

whereas depictives describe a state that is simultaneous with the event, throughout the 

event.  Irimia (2005) proposes that resultatives and depictives are DP-adjuncts, whereas 

other researchers such as Richardson (2006) propose that, at least depictives (Richardson 

does not discuss resultatives), are VP- adjuncts. 

Verkerk (2009) and Pylkkänen (2008) propose there are three main types of 

secondary predication: manner, depictive and resultative predicates.  These three types of 

secondary predication are illustrated in example (20) below: 

 
 (20)  a.  Manner: Jake walked slowly. 
         b. Resultatives: Peter painted the fence black. 
         c. Depictives: John ate his meat raw.     
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These types of predication are semantically distinct.  Verkerk (2009) notes that 

manner predicates are predications that modify the entire event, depictive predicates 

describe a state of an argument throughout the event, and a resultative predicate describes 

a state of an argument caused by the event.   

All types of secondary predication can take on varying morphosyntactic forms 

cross-linguistically.  Take (20a); the secondary predication is ‘slowly’.  It describes 

describes the entire event ‘Jake walked’.  In English, manner predicates are typically 

adverbial or prepositional, as seen in the Modern Hebrew example in (21), from Loeb-

Diehl (2005), but they can also appear as adjectives, as seen in the Icelandic example in 

(22) from Verkerk (2009). 

(21) Hu   po’el     be-hofshiut.  
 3SG  work.PRES   in-freedom 

 ‘ He acts freely.’ 
  

(22) Þeir                     voru að keyra allt  of hratt. 
  they.MASC.NOM.PL were to drive   all  too     fast.NEUT.ACC.SG 
  ‘They were driving way too fast.’               

       
An important note regarding the Icelandic example in (22) is that, although the depictive 

element is adjectival, displaying gender, number and case features, it is not exhibiting any 

agreement in these features with any noun in the sentence. It is showing neuter gender, 

singular number and accusative case despite the fact that there are no neuter, singular, 

accusative nominals in the sentence.  This is consistent with the semantic facts, as there is 

no single argument that the manner predication modifies, and therefore it does not have 

any nominal element to agree with; it modifies the event as a whole.  This predicts that it 

will take on the unmarked gender and number, which in this instance is neuter, and that 

case will be fixed; in the case of Icelandic, this case is accusative. 
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 Resultative predications differ from manner predications in that they describe a 

single participant in the event, a property which Verkerk (2009) refers to as ‘participant-

oriented’, to distinguish it from the ‘event-oriented’ property of manner predications.  

Resultatives express a state of one of the participants that is a consequence of the event 

(Verkerk 2009).  Resultative predication can modify an internal argument regardless of 

whether it surfaces as the subject or the object, as illustrated in examples (23) and (24), 

respectively. 

 (23) The river froze solid. 
     

(24) Sam shot his father dead.                
 
As was observed with manner predications, resultative predications can take different 

forms in different languages.  English and Hungarian use adjectives to form resultatives, 

seen in examples (23) and (25) (from Marácz (1989)), respectively.  However, 

resultatives can come in other forms as well, such as prepositional, as in the example 

from Modern Hebrew in (26),  (Son 2007), or verbal, as seen in the Thai example in (27) 

(Sudmuk 2005). 

(25) Mari  piros-ra   festette a    falat. 
  Mary red-SUBL  painted.3SG  the wall.ACC 

‘Mary painted the wall red.’                 
 
 (26) Hu   cava et     ha-kir be-adom. 
  3SG  painted    ACC DET-wall   in-red 
  ‘He painted the wall red.’            
 
 (27) Ka:nda: khì: ma:̑ nɨ:y. 
  Kanda   ride horse      be.tired 
  (i) ‘Kanda rode the horse (as the result) she got tired.’ 
  (ii) ‘Kanda rode the horse (as the result) the horse got tired.’     

            
As can be seen fin examples (23) through (27) above, resultative predications 

modify a participant in the event,  specifically, the internal argument of the verb rather 
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than the event itself.  That is, in (23), it is Sam’s father who is dead, not the act of Sam 

shooting his father. 

 The final type of secondary predication to be discussed, and the type which will 

be the object of investigation of the current study, is depictives.  Depictives differ from 

manner predications in much the same way that resultative predications do, in that they 

describe one of the participants in the event, rather than the event itself (Verkerk 2009).  

Unlike resultatives, however, depictives can modify either an external or internal 

argument, as seen in examples (28) and (29) below, respectively.  Furthermore, some 

languages permit depictive modification of both the internal and external arguments in 

the same sentence, as seen in example (30) from Russian (Richardson 2006). 

 
 (28)  Mary drinks her coffee blindfolded. 
         

(29) Mary drinks her coffee black. 
 

(30) Onai         jela  mjasok      syrymk    pjanoji.  
she.NOM  ate meat.ACC raw.INST  drunk.INST 
Lit. 'She ate the meat raw drunk.'     
‘She, while drunk, ate the meat raw.’          

 
As can be seen, depictives differ semantically from resultatives in that in the 

depictives, the predication describes the initial state of one of the participants, which 

remains constant throughout the duration of the event (Pylkkänen 2008).  That is to say, 

in example (29), the coffee is black when Mary starts drinking it, and remains black 

throughout the duration of the event in which Mary drinks her coffee.  In resultative 

predications, however, it is because of the event that the internal argument achieves the 

state described by the resultative predicate. For example, in (23), Sam’s father is dead as 

a result of the event of Sam shooting him; he was not dead while Sam was shooting him. 
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 Like manner and resultative predicates, depictive predicates can come in many 

different forms.  They can appear as adjectival, as seen in the Finnish example in (31) 

(Pylkkänen 2008); adverbial, as in the Hungarian example in (32) (Marácz 1989); or in a 

serial verb construction, as seen in the Lao example in (33) (Enfield 2007). 

 
(31) Sö-i-n               tomaati-n       raaka-na 

  eat-PAST-1SG    tomato-ACC   raw-ESS 
  ‘I ate a tomato raw.’   
           
 

(32) János üres-en        hozta     be a   vázát.  
John  empty-ADV brought.3SG in the vase.ACC  
‘John brought in the vase empty.’                

 
 (33) man2   kin3                  siin4            dip2. 
  3SG eat.VERB meat.VERB   raw 
  ‘He eats meat raw.’       
 
 As we have seen, Russian and Ukrainian have two depictive constructions, which 

Richardson (2003; 2006) refers to as ‘Instrumental Case-Marked Depictives’ (ICMDs) 

and ‘Case-Agreement Depictives’ (CADs), illustrated in Russian, repeated as (34) below 

from Slabakova (2008): 

(34) Ivan      prishel domoj iz  bol’nicy   zdorovyj/zdorovym.  
Ivan.NOM arrived home  from hospital   healthy.NOM/healthy.INST  
‘Ivan arrived home from the hospital healthy/cured.’        
 

 Rothstein (2001) argues that secondary predication (e.g. by depictives) always 

involves as adjunct to the clausal projections (vP and VP), and that the secondary 

predicate does not form a constituent with the argument it modifies.  This conflicts with 

Irimia’s (2005) analysis of Case-Agreement depictive structures, which assumes the 

secondary predicate must form a constituent with the modified argument in order for 

them to receive the same case, rather than the oblique Instrumental case found in ICMDs.   
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 I propose that event-selecting depictives, such as those proposed by Richardson 

(2006) will combine with VP and vP (including passive vP) but will not combine with 

relation-denoting phrases such as PP or ApplP, or with individual-denoting phrases like 

DP. I propose that DP-selecting depictives, such as those proposed by Irimia (2005) will 

modify DP regardless of its grammatical relation, but will not modify implicit agents. I 

also adopt Pylkkänen’s (2008) proposal that <e,st>- selecting depictives will combine 

with eventive predicates taking an individual argument, like V, v' or high Appl'3, but not 

with low Appl (which isn’t of type <e,st>) or P.  ApplP, which is the Applied argument 

phrase, is a structure proposed by Pylkkänen (2008).  There are two types of ApplP, 

HighApplP and LowApplP.  One of the ways proposed by Pylkkänen (2008) to test for 

whether they can combine with static verbs (such as hold) or unergative verbs (such as 

eat), as well as being able to be modified by English-type, or <e,st> selecting depictives.   

This will be discussed in more detail in the analysis sections of Chapters 2 and 3. 

 Another point of relevant discussion has to do with what is known as the 

‘boundedness’ of an adjective.  Hinterhölzl (2001) identifies three categories of adjective 

boundedness: bounded, adjectives which have a clear beginning and end point, partially 

bounded adjectives, which have either a clear beginning point or end point but lack one 

of the two, and unbounded adjectives, which have no clear beginning or end point.  This 

is somewhat like the two-way distinction proposed in other research, such as Richardson 

(2001) between Stage-Level Predicates (i.e. temporary) and Individual-Level Predicates 

(i.e. permanent).  This and other research (i.e. Bailyn 2001, Filip 2001) has suggested that 

                                                
3 I assume that this is adjunction, although Pylkkänen did not explicitly state this and it is 
non-standard in Minimalist syntactic theory to assume phrasal adjunction to heads or 
intermediate projections. 
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bounded adjectives or Stage-Level Predicates are more likely to be involved in depictive 

predication than unbounded adjectives or Individual-Level Predicates.  One of the 

attemps of this thesis was to determine if the boundedness of the adjective involved 

played a role in the grammaticality of depictive structures.  As such, it is discussed more 

throughout Chapters 2 and 3, although unfortunately I was unable to propose any 

concrete results due to the fact that I did not have time to collect data with sufficient 

numbers of examples of adjective type, as there was only one adjective of each 

boundedness type tested. 

1.3 Overview of my Findings 

In this thesis, I propose that CADs are DP-adjuncts, as proposed by Irimia (2005), while 

Russian and Ukrianian ICMDs are VP-adjuncts, as proposed by Rothstein (2001) and 

Richardson (2006), and Belarusian ICMDs are <e,st> selecting depictives, as proposed 

by Pylkkänen (2008).   

 In terms of the research questions, I found that the grammatical relations that were 

able to be modified by depictive predicates varied based on both depictive type, as well 

as something referred to as the boundedness (Hinterhölzl 2001) of the adjective. 

However, it should be noted that there was only one type of adjective for each type of 

boundedness, and therefore any analyses given in this thesis based on the boundedness of 

the adjective is, at this point, purely speculative.  ICMDs were not possible in any 

language for depictives involving indirect objects or objects of prepositions, nor were 

CADs with unbounded adjectives.  However, CADs with bounded adjectives were 

possible for all languages with indirect objects and objects of prepositions.  Wh-

movement was found to be possible in cases where the depictive was possible in all cases 
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except for the case of Russian and Belarusian object CADs, as seen in (1) and (12), 

respectively.  CADs are much more widely distributed than ICMDs, suggesting that 

CADs may be DP-adjunct modification, rather than the clausal adjunct modification 

found in ICMDs.  Furthermore, ICMDs were found to differ between the three languages, 

with Russian and Ukrainian displaying event-selecting depictives, which is a new 

proposal, while Belarusian displays <e,st> selecting depictives, as found in Pylkkänen 

(2008).  In terms of the wh-movement, it was found that (a) wh-movement of a depictive 

was possible whenever the depictive structure was possible, with one notable exception 

in Russian and Belarusian, that of object depictives, and (b) that wh-movement of CADs 

in Russian and Belarusian require that DPs pied pipe.  Overall, this thesis not only 

improves on Richardson’s (2006) analysis of the case marking facts in these structures, it 

also provides an account of the restrictions on the grammatical relations of DPs modified 

by ICMDs, and the absence of such restrictions on DPs modified by CADs. Moreover, it 

provides an account of the pied-piping requirement on wh-moved CADs in Russian and 

Belarusian, and the absence of such a requirement on wh-moved ICMDs. 
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Chapter 2: Depictives in East Slavic 
 
This chapter will be a description and analysis of depictive predication in the three 

languages under investigation: Russian, Ukrainian and Belarusian.  Though the 

distributions of both CADs and ICMDs in these three languages are quite similar, they 

are by no means identical.  This chapter will be divided into four sections.   The first 

section will include a description of distribution of depictives in Russian and a structural 

analysis that accounts for the divergent distributions of the different types of depictives, 

namely CADs and ICMDs.  The second section will repeat this process for Ukrainian, 

and the third section for Belarusian.  The fourth section will be a comparative analysis of 

the three languages, highlighting the similarities and differences between both the 

distributions and the structural analyses. 

It should be noted that there is one minor difference between the data that I have 

collected and data of a similar type that have been described and analyzed by Richardson 

(2001).  Richardson (2001) found aspectual differences between CADs and ICMDs in 

instances where both were possible, at least in the cases of Russian and Ukrainian 

(Belarusian depictive predication has not, to my knowledge, been given a description or 

analysis in the syntactic literature).  However, despite additional probing in an attempt to 

find these differences, none of my participants reported any meaning or aspectual 

difference between the two.  Therefore, although this potential difference between CADs 

and ICMDs will be kept in mind when developing my structural analysis, the main aim of 

my analysis will be to capture the distributional differences between CADs and ICMDs, 

rather than capture any semantic or aspectual difference between the two. 
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One important point to address is the evidence that the examples I will present 

really are depictives and not simply attributive adjectives with a marked word order.  

Russian is well-known to be a scrambling language (Bailyn 2003; Corbett 2006; 

Richardson 2001), and therefore it is quite natural for this issue to be raised.  Richardson 

(2001) notes that pronouns in Russian are unable to be modified by attributive adjectives, 

and therefore any adjectival modification must be an instance of some type of secondary 

predication, as is illustrated in (35) below.  Attributives in Russian generally precede the 

noun, and depictives generally follow: 

 (35) Милиция     привела (*пьяного)    его         домой пьяного/пьяным. 
Milicija         privela   (*pyanogo)    ego        domoj  pyanogo/pyanim. 
police.NOM   brought  drunk.ACC     he.ACC  home   drunk.ACC/drunk.INST 
‘The police brought him home drunk.’ 

 
In what follows I use the terms ‘bounded’, ‘unbounded’ and partially bounded’ to 

describe types of adjectives.  This bounded vs. unbounded distinction is very similar to 

the stage-level vs. individual level distinction used by Filip (2001), in which bounded or 

stage-level adjectives are seen as describing a temporary property, while unbounded or 

individual-level adjectives adescribe a more permanent property.  However, as 

Hinterhölzl (2001) points out, there is the possibility of a third category, which he calls 

‘partially bounded’, which is an adjective that clearly has either a beginning or an end 

point, but can be seen as permanent when observing the other direction.  For the purposes 

of my research, I selected one bounded, one unbounded and one partially bounded 

adjective to use in the construction of my examples.  The bounded adjective selected was 

drunk, as being drunk is typically conceived of as being a temporary state, with a 

beginning and end point.  The unbounded adjective selected was smart, as being ‘smart’ 

is conceived of as a permanent property of an individual.  Permanent properties like this 
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do not seem to alternate within an individual nearly as readily in a temporal sense as 

properties such as ‘drunk’.  One may act in a smart or not as smart manner on a case-by -

case basis, but the property of being smart is usually seen as something that an individual 

possesses at all times.  The partially bounded adjective selected was young since being 

‘young’ has no beginning point (after the beginning of a person’s life), but does have an 

end point before a person’s life ends.  It was found that both the ‘boundedness’ of the 

adjective play a role in the grammaticality of a depictive structure and the type of 

depictive structure that was selected. 

2.1 Depictives in Russian 
 
This section of the chapter will be a description and analysis of the distributions of 

depictive structures in Russian, according to depictive type (i.e. CAD vs. ICMD), 

grammatical relation (i.e. object, subject, etc.), and by adjective type (bounded, 

unbounded, etc.).  As will be seen, all of these factors interact and must be taken into 

consideration in the analysis portion of the serction. 

2.1.1 Distribution of Depictives in Russian 
 
I will begin with a description of object depictives in Russian.  As discussed in previous 

sections, there are two types of depictives in Russian: those which agree in case with the 

argument that they are modifying (CADs) and those which are invariably marked with 

instrumental case (ICMDs).  As can be seen in example (36) below, Russian allows both 

the CAD and ICMD structure when modifying a direct object using a bounded adjective, 

such as drunk. 

 (36)  Милиция     привела его         домой пьяного/пьяным. 
Milicija         privela   ego        domoj  pyanogo/pyanim. 
police.NOM   brought  he.ACC  home   drunk.ACC/drunk.INST 
‘The police brought him home drunk.’ 
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As is evidenced, the adjective drunk can either agree in accusative case with its modified 

argument him, or can appear in the invariable instrumental case.  However, when the 

adjective is a partially bounded adjective such as young or an unbounded adjective such 

as smart, it can only appear in the instrumental case, as is evidenced in examples (37) and 

(38), respectively. 

 (37) Милиция     привела его         домой *молодого/молодым. 
Milicija         privela   ego        domoj  *molodogo/molodim. 
police.NOM   brought  he.ACC  home     young.ACC/young.INST 
‘The police brought him home young.’ 

 
 (38)4 Ты             его        считал        *умного/умным. 

Ti              ego        schital         *umnogo/umnim. 
you.NOM  he.ACC   considered    smart.ACC/smart.INST 
‘You considered him smart.’ 

 
These examples are the first of many that illustrate the importance of the ‘boundedness’  
 
of the adjective in the distributions of depictives.  This distribution can be seen in Table 1  
 
below. 
 
 Table 1: Russian Object Depictive Distribution 

Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 
 Next I will discuss the distribution of subject depictives in Russian.  Again, as 

with the object depictives, both the CAD and ICMD are possible when the adjective is 

bounded, as illustrated in example (39) below. 

 

 

                                                
4 It is possible that this is actually not a depictive structure, but rather a small clause 
structure.  This would mean that ‘him’ is actually a themaric argument of smart rather 
than consider.  However, this is a secondary illustration of an object depictive, and it is 
not discussed further in the analysis. 
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 (39) Ты              пришел домой пьяный/пьяным. 
Ti                prishel   domoj  pyanij/pyanim. 
you.NOM    arrived   home   drunk.NOM/drunk.INST     
‘You came home drunk.’ 

 
Unlike object depictives, however, the CAD is possible with an unbounded adjective as 

well, as seen in example (40). 

 (40) Ты              пришел домой умный/умным. 
Ti                prishel   domoj  umnij/umnim. 
you.NOM    arrived   home   smart.NOM/smart.INST 
‘You came home smart.’ 

 
The case of the partially bounded adjective used in a subject depictive now provides us 

with our first puzzle.  In this case, the CAD structure is possible, while the ICMD 

structure is not, as is illustrated in example (41). 

 (41) Ты              пришел   домой     молодой/*молодым. 
Ti                prishel     domoj     molodoj/*molodim. 
you.NOM    arrived     home       young.NOM/young.INST 
‘You came home young.’ 

 
This distribution is somewhat unexpected as both the CAD and ICMD structures are 

available to subject depictives for both the bounded and unbounded adjectives, but only 

the CAD structure is possible with a partially bounded adjective.  This will be discussed 

further in the analysis section of the chapter (section 2.1.2).  See Table 2 below for a 

summary of the distribution of subject depictives.   

 Table 2: Russian Subject Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 
Unbounded ✔ ✔ 

 
 As has been noted by various other researchers, (Filip 2001; Hinterhölzl 2001; 

Pylkkänen 2008; Richardson 2001), unbounded adjectives are much less likely to appear 

is depictive predicates, and have been found in Russian and Ukraianian to be 
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ungrammatical under any circumstances in which the grammatical relation being 

modified is an indirect object or the object of a preposition.  Therefore, these types of 

depictives were not included in the data collection, and thus are omitted from the 

discussion of these grammatical relations.  Therefore, the distribution will only be 

discussed for bounded and partially bounded adjectives. 

 Depictive modification of indirect objects is more restricted cross-linguistically 

than depictive modification involving subjects and objects (Pylkkänen 2008), and in fact 

that their distribution is more limited in Russian.  As examples (42) and (43) illustrate, 

depictive predication of an indirect object in Russian is possible only with the CAD 

structure, and only when the adjective is bounded. 

 (42) Ты               дал    ему         книгу          пьяному/*пьяным 
Ti                 dal     emu        knigu           pyanomu/*pyanim 
you.NOM     gave  he.DAT    book.ACC    drunk.DAT/drunk.INST 
‘You gave him the book drunk.’ 

  
 (43) *Ты               дал   ему        книгу          молодому/молодым 

*Ti                dal    emu        knigu           molodomu/molodim 
you.NOM      gave  he.DAT  book.ACC     young.DAT/young.INST 
‘You gave him the book young.’ 

 
Table 3 summarizes the depictive predication of indirect objects in Russian. 
 
 Table 3: Russian Indirect Object Depictive Distribution 

Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✖ 

 

Pylkkänen (2008) also notes that depictive predication of a DP contained inside a 

PP is often not possible; however, we see that this occurs in Russian with a CAD 

structure in both the case of the bounded and partially bounded adjectives (although not 
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with the unbounded adjectives, as discussed above).  Examples (44) and (45) illustrate 

these two adjective types, respectively. 

 (44) Ты            получил   письмо   от     него           пьяного/*пьяным 
Ti              poluchil    pis’mo    ot      nego           pyanogo/*pyanim 
you.NOM received     letter      from  him.GEN    drunk.GEN/drunk.INST 
‘You received a letter from him drunk.’ 

 
 (45) Ты            получил   письмо  от     него           молодого/*молодым 

Ti              poluchil    pis’mo   ot      nego           molodogo/*molodim 
you.NOM  received   letter      from  him.GEN    young.GEN/young.INST 
‘You received a letter from him young.’ 

 
The final table of this section of the chapter illustrates the distribution of depictive 

predication involving objects of prepositions in Russian. 

 Table 4: Russian Object of P Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 
 This section has provided a general description of the distribution of depictive 

predication as it occurs in Russian.  As we have seen for bounded adjectives, we find that 

CADs are possible for all four grammatical relations (objects, subjects, indirect objects 

and objects of prepositions), while ICMDs are possible only with subjects and objects.  

As discussed in the introduction, the other adjective types had somewhat more 

unpredictable distributions, with CADs allowing partially bounded adjectives only with 

subjects and objects of prepositions, and unbounded adjectives only with subjects.  

ICMDs permitted partially bounded adjectives with objects but not subjects, while 

unbounded adjectives were possible with both objects and subjects.  Again, ICMDs were 

never possible with depictive modification of indirect objects or objects of prepositions.  

The next section of this chapter will be an analysis of this data, and will offer an 

explanation of this described distribution. 
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2.1.2 Analysis of Depictives in Russian 
 
This section will attempt to offer an analysis of the empirical generalizations described in 

the previous section of this chapter.  

 We will begin with an analysis of object depictives in Russian.  As noted in the 

previous section, object depictives provide the most compelling evidence for the 

boundedness of the adjective to be crucial in determining the distribution of the depictive 

types; bounded adjectives allow both CAD and ICMD structures, while partially bounded 

and unbounded adjectives allow only the ICMD structure.  

 Richardson (2001; 2006) notes that there is s slight aspectual difference between 

the CAD and the ICMD, which she refers to as unbounded vs. bounded.  For Richardson, 

these terms are not used to refer to to the semantics of the adjective, but instead to the 

relation of the predicate to the event.  In the ICMD case, which she refers to as bounded, 

the state denoted by the depictive is interpreted as being much more closely related to the 

event in a temporal sense, indicating that the state, though unchanging throughout the 

event, may have become true just before the event or is in some way related to the event, 

but when the depictive is in the form of a CAD, or unbounded, this may not necessarily 

be true.  For example, the ICMD version of ‘The police brought him home drunk’ implies 

that him being drunk is the reason that the police brought him home, whereas no such 

implication exists in the CAD.  I propose that there is a structural difference in the site of 

attachment of these depictive structures.  To avoid confusion, I will replace Richardson’s 

(2001; 2006) uses of bounded and unbounded with my own terms, namely eventive and 

non-eventive. 
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 I propose to capture structurally the difference between the CAD and ICMD in 

their eventive and non-eventive properties.  In doing so, I also offer an account of their 

divergent case-marking properties.  Richardson (2006) offers an analysis in which the 

depictive is a VP or vP adjunct, and Pylkkänen (2008) proposes that depictives adjoin in 

the form of a Depictive Phrase projection (DepP), which dominates a DEP head and an 

adjective phrase.  I adopt Pylkkänen’s (2008) analysis of the DepP projection, and I adopt 

Richardson’s (2006) analysis for the site of adjoinment ICMD structure, but not for the 

CAD structure.  One motivation for this is that Pylkkänen’s (2008) analysis is based on 

depictives which show some sort of oblique case, such as the essive case seen in the 

Finnish example in (31) or the instrumental case found in East Slavic ICMDs.  Irimia 

(2005) analyses depictives as being DP-adjuncts, while analysing langauges in which the 

depictive adjective agrees in case with the element that it modifies.  I have adopted this 

structure for CADs in East Slavic.  

 First let us begin with an analysis of object depictives with a bounded adjective.  

As was shown in example (36), repeated below as (46), both the CAD and ICMD 

structure are possible with this type of depictive. 

 (46)  Милиция     привела его         домой пьяного/пьяным. 
Milicija         privela   ego        domoj  pyanogo/pyanim. 
police.NOM   brought  he.ACC  home   drunk.ACC/drunk.INST 
‘The police brought him home drunk.’ 
 

Let us begin with the ICMD.  Some researchers such as Hinterhölzl (2001) and Filip 

(2001) have referred to this as a ‘true depictive’.  I postulate that it has the structure found 

in Pylkkänen’s (2008) analysis of object depictives.  Richardson’s (2006) also postulates 

a VP-adjunct adjoining position for an object depictive, we get the structure seen in (47) 

below.  
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 (47)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Since DepP is an adjunct without a case-assigning preposition, it gets valued for oblique 

case, as V has an optional INST feature which can only be checked via Adjoin, thus 

instrumental case is valued on adjective pyanim.  This structural position is licensed by a 

[+eventive] feature on the DepP, since the VP represents an event.  This is quite different 

than the state of affairs for the CAD, as we can see in (48) 

 (48)   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this case, we see that the DepP, instead of adjoining as a VP adjunct, it adjoins as a 

DP-adjunct to the modifying DP, like Irimia’s (2005) analysis.  Through this mechanism, 

when accusative case is assigned to the direct object ego, the depictive adjective, like 
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other modifiers, contained in that DP displays accusative case.  This structural position is 

licensed by the [-eventive] feature of DepP, since the DP represents an entity, not an 

event.  However, Russian requires that DepPs contained in a DP that is a part of the VP 

complement to also contain a [bounded] feature; this accounts for the grammaticality of 

the CAD structure in (45), but the ungrammaticality of (49); in this example, the DepP 

has an [unbounded] feature, and therefore cannot appear in the CAD structure.  (50) is 

grammatical, however, since no such restriction applies above the level of V, and 

therefore the ICMD occurs above the level at which this restriction applies.  This 

distinction will again come into play when we look at subject depictives. 

 (49) *Ты             его        считал        умного. 
*Ti              ego        schital         umnogo. 
you.NOM    he.ACC   considered  smart.ACC 
‘You considered him smart.’ 

 
 (50) Ты             его        считал        умным. 

Ti              ego        schital         umnim. 
you.NOM  he.ACC   considered   smart.INST 
‘You considered him smart.’ 

 
 Next, we will look at the structure of subject depictives.  Subject depictives in 

Russian allow the CAD to occur with a wider range of adjective types.   Not only are 

both the CAD and ICMD structure allowed with a bounded adjective, but they are both 

allowed with an unbounded adjective as well, as examples (51)5 and (52) illustrate, 

respectively. 

 

 

                                                
5 It is possible that the nominative element is actually an unaccusative subject, rather than 
a traditional external argument.  However, I treat it as an external argument to illustrate 
subject depiction, since it is possible with agentive external arguments (see footnote 7 on 
p.37). 
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 (51) Ты              пришел домой пьяный/пьяным. 
Ti                prishel   domoj  pyanij/pyanim. 
you.NOM    arrived   home   drunk.NOM/drunk.INST    
‘You came home drunk.’ 

 
 
 (52) Ты              пришел домой умный/умным. 

Ti                prishel   domoj  umnij/umnim. 
you.NOM    arrived   home   smart.NOM/smart.INST 
‘You came home smart.’ 

 
Structurally, my analysis of an ICMD subject depictive is similar to that of an 

ICMD object depictive, except that the DepP projection adjoins as an adjunct to the vP, 

as seen in (53) as opposed to the VP, which causes it to modify the external argument 

instead of the internal argument.6 

 
 (53)   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This analysis is in line with Richardson’s (2006) observation that a sentence may contain 

a depictive predication of both an object and a subject as long as there is a semantic 

mismatch between the adjectives and one of the possible antecedents, as shown in the 

Ukrainian examples (54) and (55) below. 

 

                                                
6 I have not, as of yet, been able to come up with a detailed semantic analysis of exactly 
how an event-selecting depictive adjoined to vP or VP modifies the external argument or 
direct object. 
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 (54) Вонаi       зïла   мясоk       сиримk     п’яноюi. 
  Vonai       zjila  mjasok      syrymk      pjanojui. 
  she.NOM  ate    meat.ACC  raw.INST  drunk.INST 
  ‘Shei ate the meatk rawk drunki.’ 
 
 (55) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The structural position of the ICMD in (53) is licensed by its [+eventive] feature, 

meaning that it can attach as an adjunct to the vP, and therefore values instrumental case 

via Adjoin.  If the Dep head is non-eventive, it has the same structure as the CAD in (47) 

and adjoins as an adjunct to the DP which it modifies (56).  The difference between the 

distributions of the subject and object CAD-type depictives is that the structural position 

in which the subject depictive occurs is not the complement of V, thus my previously 

proposed restriction that DepP must contain a [bounded] will not apply, making the CAD 

structure grammatical even with an adjective with an [unbounded] feature, as is seen in 

the structure of the CAD version of (52), shown in (56). 
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(56)   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The word order facts, i.e. that ‘umniy’ appears at the end of the sentence, can then be 

accounted for by Müller’s (2002) and Corbett’s (2006) observation that Russian is a 

scrambling language, and word order is fairly free throughout.  Another justification for 

the wider distribution of CADs in subjects than objects is that when both the subject and 

object are possible antecedents for a depictive adjective, the ICMD version will always 

be interpreted as modifying the object, as seen in example (57), possibly suggesting that 

objects are more likely to undergo depictive predication than subjects are. 

 (57) Тыi           увидел  егоk       пьяныйi/пьяным*i/k 
  Tii             uvidel   egok       pyaniyi/pyanim*i/k 
  you.NOM  saw       he.ACC  drunk.NOM/drunk.INST 
  “You saw him drunk.” 
 
In this example, the version with the nominative adjective is always interpreted as 

modifying the subject as a CAD, and the version with the instrumental adjective is 

always interpreted as modifying the object as an ICMD.  This fact may be an additional 

reason for the wider distribution of the CAD structure for subject depictives.  Since 

ICMDs are more readily interpreted as object depictives, whereas CADs can only be 

interpreted as modifying the argument with which they share case.  Therefore, CADs 

could be found more in subject depictives since it avoids confusion on the part of the 
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listener. 

 The next two grammatical relations that can undergo depictive predication in 

Russian are indirect objects (applicatives) and objects of prepositions.  This is a change 

from what Pylkkänen (2008) calls the ‘English-like depictive distribution’, since English 

cannot form depictives with these two grammatical relations.  However, there are two 

major differences in the depictive modification of these two grammatical relations when 

compared to objects and subjects.  First, an adjective may not have an [unbounded] 

feature; it must be either bounded or partially bounded.  Second, the ICMD structure is 

never permitted; only the CAD structure is ever possible.  I propose that this is due to the 

fact that ICMDs must attach as an adjunct to either the VP (in the case of object 

depictives) or the vP (in the case of subject depictives) due to their eventive nature.  This 

leaves no other structural position for an eventive DepP to adjoin, and therfore an 

eventive DepP can only modify either the object or the subject. 

 The observation that ICMDs occur only with subject and object depictives, along 

with semantic facts, such as the interpretation of ICMDs as being closely related to the 

event in a temporal sense (as discussed above), has lead researchers such as Hinterhölzl 

(2001) and Filip (2001) to refer to ICMDs as ‘true depictives’.  To view the ICMDs and 

CADs as separate structures, as I have in this analysis, has certain advantages, more 

prominently being the case valuing of these depictives, which was seen as somewhat 

arbitrary in the analysis of Richardson (2006).  ICMDs appear to have a similar syntactic 

distribution of depictives ‘low applicative’ languages, such as English, described by 

Pylkkänen (2008), who notes that langauges, that have low applicatives have a depictive 

distribution in which the depictive cannot modify an object of a preposition or an indirect 
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object.  As described in section 2.1.1 before, this is exactly the distribution found in 

Russian ICMDs.  Russian also displays other characteristics of a ‘low applicative’ 

languages, such as the inability to add an applicative to an unergative verb, as seen in 

example (58).   

(58) *Я           кушал   Ивану 
Ya           kushal   Ivanu 

    I.NOM      ate        Ivan.DAT 
‘I ate (for the benefit of) Ivan.’ 
 

However, this is not to say that there are no langauges which allow modification of these 

grammatical relations, as shown by Pylkkänen (2008:32), Venda allows depictive 

modification of objecst of prepositions, as shown in (59), and Albanian allows depictive 

modification of indirect objects, as shown in (60). 

  (59) Nd-o-tshimbila    na     Musaka   o      neta. 
  1SG-PAST-walk   with  Musaka   3SG  tired 
  ‘I walked with Musaka tired.’ 
 
 (60) Drita          i     poqi    Agimit         të     lodhur. 
  Drita.NOM CL  baked  Agim.DAT  AGR  tired 
  ‘Drita baked (for) Agim tired.’ 
 
 For an analysis of indirect objects in Russian, I will give an account of the 

ungrammaticality of ICMDs, then present my analysis of the grammatical CADs.  

Pylkkänen (2008) argues that languages with low applicatives, like English, cannot 

undergo depictive modification of an applied argument, or indirect object, while 

languages with high applicatives, like Albanian and Venda, may undergo such 

modification.  However, though Pylkkänen’s high applicative analysis is initially 

plausible for Russian CADs, it does not work out quite as nicely as one would hope.  

While Russian fails on some of the key criteria of alow applicative langauge, such as 

being able to have depictive modification of an implied external argument (as in (61)), 
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and meets some of the criteria for a high applicative language, such as the possibility of 

adding an applicative to a static verb (as in (62)), it cannot add an applicative to an 

unergative verb (as in (58)).  Another shortcoming of Pylkkänen’s (2008) analysis is that 

it assumes a single depictive structure for each language, though Russian contains two, 

CADs and ICMDs, as has already been demonstrated.  For the high applicative analysis 

to hold, one would assume that both types of depictive predicates would be compatible 

withmodification of all grammatical relations, yet ICMD are not possible with an applied 

argument nor an object of a preposition. 

 (61) Письмо        было написано       пьяным.    \ 
Pis’mo          bilo   napisano         pyanim 
letter.NOM   was   written.PASS  drunk.INST 
‘The letter was written (by someone) drunk.” 

 
 (62) Я           подержал  ей          сумку. 

Ya         poderzhal  yei          sumku. 
I.NOM   held           she.DAT  purse   
‘I held (her) purse (for) her’ 

 
Since ICMDs are eventive, they must attach as an adjunct to either the VP or the vP.  

However, as was already shown in example (57) ICMD DepPs which attach to the VP are 

interpreted as modifying the direct object, while those that attach to the vP are interpreted 

as modifying the subject (see (54) and (55)).  When there is a semantic mismatch 

between the object and the depictive adjective, this result is ungrammaticality, as shown 

in example (63), rather than depictive modification of the indirect object7. 

 (63) *Ты           дал   ему        книгу       пьяным 
Ti               dal    emu       knigu        pyanim 
you.NOM  gave  he.DAT  book.ACC drunk.INST 
‘You gave him the book drunk.’ 

 

                                                
7 This example would be grammatical if the adjective ‘drunk’ was modifying the subject, 
you, in which case it would adjoin as a vP adjunct 
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If there were no such semantic mismatch, i.e. if the direct object was Ivan, the sentence 

would be interpreted as though Ivan was drunk, as in example (64). 

 (64) Ты             дал    ему       Ивана      пьяным 
Ti              dal     emu       Ivana        pyanim 
you.NOM  gave   he.DAT Ivan.ACC  drunk.INST 
‘You gave him Ivan drunk.’ 

 
 On the other hand, since CADs are non-eventive in nature, they do not attach 

directly to the VP or vP, but rather as an adjunct to the DP which is modified by the 

depictive.  As was discussed above, this mechanism allows for the depictive adjective to 

receive the same case as the noun that it modifies, which in the case of indirect objects is 

dative case.  The only puzzle in the case of indirect objects, however, is that only DepPs 

with a [bounded] feature, such as (65) are licensed, and not DepPs with a [partially 

bounded] feature, such as (66), which is unexpected given the fact that these DepPs are 

not the complement of the V head (as in (67)), given our earlier proposed restriction that 

only requires that a DepP have a [bounded] feature if it is in a structural position that is in 

the VP complement position. 

 (65) Ты             дал    ему        книгу       пьяному 
Ti              dal     emu        knigu        pyanomu 
you.NOM  gave  he.DAT   book.ACC drunk.DAT 
‘You gave him the book drunk.’ 

 
 (66) *Ты             дал    ему        книгу       молодому 

Ti                dal     emu        knigu        molodomu 
you.NOM    gave  he.DAT   book.ACC young.DAT 
‘You gave him the book young.’  
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(67)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The final grammatical relation that can be modified by depictive predication is the 

object of a preposition.  Again, this is a relation that Pylkkänen (2008) suggests is not 

readily available for depictive modification in English-like depictives, and like indirect 

objects, we find that only the CAD structure is attested, and no ICMD structure is 

permitted.  Like indirect objects, this is due to the fact that [+eventive] DepPs must 

adjoin as VP or vP adjuncts, and are thus immmediately interpreted as modifying either 

the internal or external argument, respectively. The biggest difference between these and 

indirect objects is the fact that my previously proposed restriction of the boundedness of 

DepPs is supported, since both DepPs with either a [bounded] or a [partially bounded] 

feature are permitted, which is predicted based on my earlier proposed restriction given 

the fact that the DP is not in the complement of V.  (68) and (69) illustrate these types of 

adjectives, respectively, and (70) gives a structural analysis of the sentence in (68). 

 

(68) Ты            получил   письмо  от     него           пьяного/*пьяным 
Ti              poluchil    pis’mo   ot      nego           pyanogo/*pyanim 
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you.NOM   received   letter      from him.GEN     drunk.GEN/drunk.INST 
‘You received a letter from him drunk.’ 

 
 (69) Ты            получил   письмо  от     него           молодого/*молодым 

Ti              poluchil    pis’mo   ot      nego           molodogo/*molodim 
you.NOM  received   letter      from him.GEN   young.GEN/young.INST 
‘You received a letter from him young. 

 
(70)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This section has been a description and analysis of the distribution of depictive 

structures in Russian.  The key point from this section of the chapter is that CADs and 

ICMDs are structurally distinct, with CADs being an adjunct to the DP which it modifies, 

whereas ICMDs are enventive depictives which adjoin as adjuncts to either the VP or the 

vP, depending of whether they modify objects or subjects, respectively.  Another point of 

interest is that the distributions of CADs and ICMDs can, for the most part, be explained 

through a generalization that in Russian, a DepP must contain a [bounded] feature iff it is 

comtained in a DP in the complement of V, although, as had been stated in the first 

chapter, this is purely speculation as this study contains only one adjective from each 
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adjective type, which is clearly not enough to draw any significant conclusions from. 

2.2 Depictives in Ukrainian 
 
This section will be a description and analysis of the distribution of depictive structures in 

Ukrainian, according to depictive type (i.e. CAD vs. ICMD), grammatical relation (i.e. 

object, subject, etc.) and adjective type (bounded, unbounded, partially bounded).  As 

will be seen, all of these factors interact and must be taken into consideration in the 

analysis portion of the chapter, although these factors do interact differently in Ukrainian 

from the way they do in Russian.  These differences will be discussed more throughout 

the remainder of the chapter. 

2.2.1 Distribution of Depictives in Ukrainian 
 
I will begin with a description of object depictives in Ukrainian.  As in Russian, there are 

two types of depictives in Ukrainian: those which agree in case with the argument that 

they are modifying (CADs) and those which are invariably marked with instrumental 

case (ICMDs).  As can be seen in example (72) below, like Russian, Ukrainian allows 

both the CAD and ICMD structure when modifying a direct object using the bounded 

adjective drunk1 

(71) Мiлiцiя         привела його     додому   п’яного/п’яним. 
Milicija         pryvela   joho      dodomu  pyanoho/pyanim. 
police.NOM   brought  he.ACC  home      drunk.ACC/drunk.INST 
‘The police brought him home drunk.’ 

 
Just as in the Russian data, the adjective drunk can either agree in accusative case with its 

modified argument him, or can appear in the invariable instrumental case.  Again 

following the same pattern as Russian, when the adjective is the partially bounded 

adjective young or the unbounded adjective smart, it may only appear in the instrumental 

case, as is evidenced in examples (72) and (73), respectively. 
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 (72) Мiлiцiя         привела його       додому     *молодого/молодим. 
Milicija         pryvela   joho        dodomu    *molodoho/molodim. 
police.NOM   brought   he.ACC   home          young.ACC/young.INST 
‘The police brought him home young.’ 
 
 

 
 (73) Ти             його        вважав        *розумного/розумним. 

Ti              joho         vvazhav      *rozumnoho/rozumnim. 
you.NOM   he.ACC    considered    smart.ACC/smart.INST 
‘You considered him smart.’ 

 
As in the parallel examples in Russian, it appears that the boundedness of the adjective 

plays a role in the distribution of CADs vs. ICMDs.  The distribution of depictives in 

Ukrainian is summarized in Table 5 below. 

 Table 5: Ukrainian Object Depictive Distribution 
Adjective type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 
 Next we will look at subject depictives in Ukrainian.  As in the case of Russian, 

both the ICMD and CAD are possible with a bounded adjective as the depictive, but 

unlike in Russian, in Ukrainian this is the only case in which the CAD is possible, as 

illustrated in examples (74), (75) and (76) below: 

 (74) Ти             прийшов  додому   п’яний/п’яним. 
Ti              prishov     dodomu   pyanij/pyanim. 
you.NOM  arrived      home       drunk.NOM/drunk.INST     
‘You came home drunk.’ 

 
 (75) Ти              прийшов  додому  *молодий/молодим. 

Ti               prishov     dodomu  *molodij/molodim. 
you.NOM  arrived      home        young.NOM/young.INST 
‘You came home young.’ 

 
 (76) Ти             прийшов  додому  *розумний/розумним. 

Ti              prishov     dodomu  *rozumnij/rozumnim. 
you.NOM  arrived      home        smart.NOM/smart.INST 
‘You came home smart.’ 
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The distribution of CADs and ICMDs in object and subject depictives in Ukrainian is 

fairly straightforward, with CADs occurring only with bounded adjectives, such as drunk, 

and not with partially bounded or unbounded adjectives, such as young or smart, 

respectively.  Subject depictive distribution is summarized in Table 6.  

 Table 6: Ukrainian Subject Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 
 As was the case with Russian, depictive predication of indirect objects and objects 

of prepositions was never possible with an unbounded adjective in Ukrainian, and as such 

examples are not presented, though this distribution is reflected in the Tables indicating 

the distribution.  This generalization holds across all three languages under discussion.    

 Again, as in the case of Russian depictives involving indirect objects, the ICMD 

was not possible under any circumstances, but unlike in Russian, the CAD in Ukrainian is 

possible with either a bounded or a partially bounded adjective, as is illustrated in 

examples  (77) and (78) below. 

 (77) Ти             дав   йому      книгу          п’яному/*п’яним 
Ti              dav   jomu      knyhu           pyanomu/*pyanim 
you.NOM  gave  he.DAT  book.ACC  drunk.DAT/drunk.INST 
‘You gave him the book drunk.’ 

 
 (78) Ти             дав    йому       книгу          молодому/*молодим 

Ti              dav    jomu       knyhu          molodomu/*molodim 
you.NOM  gave  he.DAT    book.ACC    young.DAT/young.INST 
‘You gave him the book young.’ 

 
This shows that only DepPs with a [-eventive] feature are possible with depictives of 

indirect objects.  This distribution can be seen in Table 7. 

Table 7: Ukrainian Indirect Object Depictive Distribution 
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Adjective Type CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 
 We see a similar distribution with depictive predication of objects of prepositions, 

with the ICMD structure not permitted under any circumstances, and the CAD structure 

possible with bounded and partially bounded adjectives, as can be seen in (79) and (80), 

respectively. 

 (79) Ти              отримав    лист   вiд      нього          п’яного/*п’яним 
Ti               otrimav      lyst    vid       noho           pyanoho/*pyanim 
you.NOM   received    letter  from    him.GEN      drunk.GEN/drunk.INST 
‘You received a letter from him drunk.’ 

 
 (80) Ти              отримав    лист   вiд      нього          молодого/*молодим 

Ti               otrimav      lyst    vid       noho           molodoho/*molodim 
you.NOM   received    letter  from    him.GEN      young.GEN/young.INST 
‘You received a letter from him young.’ 

 
The final table in this section, Table 8, displays this straightforward distribution as has 

been done previously. 

Table 8: Ukrainian Object of P Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 

This section of the chapter has given a brief description of depictives as they 

occur in Ukrainian.  The following section of the chapter will be my proposed analysis of 

this distribution. 

 

 

Section 2.2.2 Analysis of Depictives in Ukrainian 
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I will begin with an analysis of object depictives in Ukrainian.  Like Russian, Ukrainian 

allows both the CAD and ICMD modifying an object with a bounded adjective, repeated 

in example (81) below. 

(81) Мiлiцiя         привела його     додому   п’яного/п’яним. 
Milicija         pryvela   joho      dodomu  pyanoho/pyanim. 
police.NOM   brought  he.ACC  home      drunk.ACC/drunk.INST 
‘The police brought him home drunk.’ 

 
As in Russian, I analyze the Ukrainian ICMD structure as having an eventive quality, 

lselecting an eventice projection, such as a VP or a vP, to adjoin to.  This requires that an 

ICMD structure to be adjoind as a VP adjunct when modifying the external argument, as 

illustrated in example (82).  Given that I found no restriction on the boundedness of 

DepPs in Ukrainian ICMDs involving objects and subjects, I speculate that this structure 

will apply regardless of the boundedness of the adjective. 

 
 (82)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Like the restriction I proposed in Russian, I would like to propose a similar 

restriction in Ukrainian: in order for a non-eventive DepP to be licensed, it must contain a 

[bounded] adjective when modifying either the internal or external argument.  This will 

account for the distribution of both object CADs and subject CADs (discussed below), as 

these are only present when the adjective involved has a [bounded] feature.  This 
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restriction predicts the grammaticality of the CAD version of (82), as well as the 

ungrammaticality of (83) and (84).  The structure of object CADs in Ukrainian the same 

as that of Russian CADs, as is exemplified in (85), which is the CAD structure for (81). 

(83) *Мiлiцiя         привела його       додому     молодого. 
*Milicija         pryvela   joho        dodomu    molodoho. 
  police.NOM   brought   he.ACC   home         young.ACC 
‘The police brought him home young.’ 

 (84) *Ти             його        вважав        розумного. 
*Ti              joho         vvazhav      rozumnoho. 
 you.NOM   he.ACC    considered   smart.ACC 
‘You considered him smart.’ 

 (85)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Again, this restriction on the boundedness is purely speculative, given the fact that the 

different adjective types were limited to only one example. 

As can be seen above, the DepP adjoins as an adjunct to the DP which it modifies, 

in this case joho ‘he.ACC’.  As in Russian, it is due to the [-eventive] feature of the DepP 

that prevents it from adjoining as a VP adjunct, unlike the eventive DepPs involved in 

ICMDs.  Also as in Russian, it is because of this structural position that the depictive 

adjective displays accusative case, since this case is checked by the DP, and therefore all 
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case-bearing elements contained in the DP show accusative case. 

 Next, I will give my analysis of subject depictives in Ukrainian.  As in the 

Russian case, subject ICMDs have similar structures to object ICMDs, although they 

adjoin as adjuncts to vP instead of the VP, hencetheir relationship to the external 

argument rather than the internal argument.  This results in a structure where the 

Depictive phrase adjoins in the same position as proposed by Richardson (2006) (see (55) 

in section 2.1.2)).  This position is licensed by the [+eventive] feature of the DepP, and 

like in Russian, allows for the checking of oblique case, since it is in an adjunct position.  

Again, as in object depictives in Ukrainian, I speculate that there is no restriction on the 

boundedness of the adjectives involved in ICMDs involving subjects, and therefore the 

structuer illustrated in example (87) for sentence (86) will apply regardless of the 

boundedness of the adjective involved in an eventive DepP. 

 (86) Ти             прийшов  додому   п’яним. 
Ti              prishov     dodomu   pyanim. 
you.NOM  arrived      home       drunk.INST     
‘You came home drunk.’ 

   
 (87)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Next, we turn our attention to CADs.  According to the speculative restriction on 

Ukrainian CADs proposed earlier, non-eventive DepPs modifying internal or external 
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arguments must have a [bounded] feature on the adjective.  This predicts the 

ungrammaticality of example (88), since this has an adjective with an [unbounded] 

feature. 

 (88) *Ти              прийшов  додому  молодий. 
*Ti               prishov     dodomu  molodij. 
you.NOM  arrived      home        young.NOM 
“You came home young.” 

 
However, when the adjective does have a [bounded] feature, as in (89), the CAD 

structure is licensed, and, as in the object depictives, the DepP adjoins as a DP adjunct to 

the subject DP, as can be seen in (90) below. 

 (89) Ти             прийшов  додому   п’яний/п’яним. 
Ti              prishov     dodomu   pyanij/pyanim. 
you.NOM  arrived      home       drunk.NOM/drunk.INST     
‘You came home drunk.’ 

 
(90)   

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Like in Russian, the word order facts in this case can be explained by the fact that East 

Slavic languages are known to be scrambling languages (Müller 2002). 

 We will now focus on structures involving depictive modification of indirect 

objects and objects of prepositions.  As in Russian, all depictives involving these 

grammatical relations with unbounded adjectives are ungrammatical though any reasons 

for this are purely speculative and thus this fact will not receive much attention 
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throughout the analysis.  Also as in Russian, the ICMD structure is not permitted when a 

depictive is modifying either of these grammatical relations, strengthening the argument 

for the ICMD as a ‘true depictive’, or a depictive that is a predication of the event, rather 

than a single argument (Filip 2001; Hinterhölzl 2001).  As Pylkkänen (2008) notes, 

languages with low applicatives (like English) generally do not allow depictive 

modification of either of these two grammatical relations.  Furthermore, they generally do 

not allow applicatives to be added to static verbs or unergative verbs, a feature which is 

found in Ukrainian (illustrated in (91) and (92), respectively).  Like Russian, Ukrainian 

does allow for depictive predication of an implicit external argument in a passive, as 

shown in (93), again strengthening the argument for ICMDs in Ukrainian as event 

modifying depictives; passives represent an event, and the implicit agent is a part of the 

semantics of the event.  The syntactic presence or absence of this agent is not necessary, 

as ICMDs modify the event, unlike in Pylkkänen’s (2008) analysis, which requires the 

syntactic presence of an argument for depictive modification, which then disallows the 

modification of an implicit argument. 

 (91) *Я         тримав   сумку їй. 
*Ya       trymav   sumku yij 
I.NOM    held       purse   she.DAT 
‘I held the purse (for) her’ 

 
(92) *Я          ïв    Iвану 

*Ya        yiv  Ivanu 
I.NOM     ate   Ivan.DAT 
‘I ate (for the benefit of) Ivan.’ 

 
 (93) Лист            був  написаний     п’яним.     

Lyst             buv   napisanyj       pyanim 
letter.NOM  was  written.PASS  drunk.INST 
‘The letter was written drunk.’ (i.e. by a drunk person) 
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Again, as in Russian, ICMDs adjoin to eventive phrase, so they must adjoin to the vP or 

VP.  However, if they adjoin in either one of these positions, they are automatically 

interpreted as modifying the external or internal argument, respectively.  This means that 

an ICMD cannot be interpreted as modifying an indirect object, as it will be interpreted as 

modifying the direct object if semantically possible, as in (94), or as ungrammatical in the 

case of a semantic mismatch between the adjective and the direct object, as seen in (95). 

(94) Ти             дав     йому       Iвана      п'яним 
Ti              dav     jomu       Ivana        pyanim 
you.NOM  gave   he.DAT    Ivan.ACC  drunk.INST 
‘You gave him Ivan drunk.’ 

  
(95) *Ти             дав    йому      книгу      п’яним 

*Ti              dav    jomu       knyhu      pyanim 
you.NOM    gave  he.DAT    book.ACC drunk.INST 
‘You gave him the book drunk.’ 

 
On the other hand, since a CADs is [-eventive], it adjoins as an adjunct to the DP 

which it modifies, and therefore is interpreted as modifying that DP.  This allows for 

depictive modification of indirect objects and objects of prepositions.  Depictive 

modification of an indirect object can occur regardless of whether the adjective involved 

in bounded or partially bounded, as the previously proposed restriction on Ukrainian 

CADs only applied to depictives involving internal or external arguments.  However, as 

was previously noted, they do not occur with unbounded adjectives, which is not 

surprising given the fact that unbounded adjectives are known to be less likely to be 

found with depictives cross-linguistically (Filip 2001; Hinterhölzl 2001; Pylkkänen 2008; 

Richardson 2001).  Though again, these comments regarding boundedness of adjectives 

should be taken with a grain of salt, as there are not enough examples of the different 

adjective types to justify any conclusions being drawn.  Like the CAD structure in 
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subjects and objects, the DepP adjoins to the DP, which it modifies. This can be seen in 

(97) below, which is the structure of (96). 

 (96) Ти             дав   йому      книгу          п’яному. 
Ti              dav   jomu      knyhu           pyanomu. 
you.NOM  gave  he.DAT  book.ACC  drunk.DAT 
‘You gave him the book drunk.’ 

 (97)  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The last grammatical relation to be discussed for Ukrainian is the object of a 

preposition.  Like indirect objects, these cannot be modified by ICMDs, and they cannot 

contain an unbounded adjective.  Also like indirect objects, it makes no difference 

whether the adjective involved is bounded or partially bounded; either may occur with 

the CAD, as seen in (98) and (99) below, respectively.  (100) shows the structure of (99), 

with the now-familiar DP-adjoined position of the DepP. 

 
 (98) Ти              отримав    лист   вiд      нього          п’яного. 

Ti               otrimav      lyst    vid       noho           pyanoho. 
you.NOM   received    letter  from    him.GEN      drunk.GEN 
‘You received a letter from him drunk.’ 
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 (99) Ти              отримав    лист   вiд      нього          молодого. 
Ti               otrimav      lyst    vid       noho           molodoho. 
you.NOM   received    letter  from    him.GEN      young.GEN 
‘You received a letter from him young.’ 

 
(100)   

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This section has been a description and analysis of the distribution of depictive 

structures in Ukrainain.  The key point from this section of the chapter is that, as in 

Russian CADs and ICMDs are structurally distinct, with a CAD being an adjunct to the 

DP which it modifies, and an ICMD an adjunct to either the VP or the vP, depending of 

whether it modifies the object or the subject, respectively.  Speculatively, I can propose  

that the distributions of CADs and ICMDs can, for the most part, be explained through a 

generalization that (a) ICMDs may only occur with subjects and objects, and (b) that 

CADs modifying subjects or objects must have a [bounded] feature; however, in the 

future I would like to perform a study which looks specifically at this boundedness issue, 

with multiple tokens for each adjective type as opposed to the single token found in this 

thesis. 
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2.3 Depictives in Belarusian 
 
This section will provide a description and analysis of the distributions of depictive 

structures in Belarusian, according to depictive type (i.e. CAD vs. ICMD), grammatical 

relation (i.e. object, subject, etc.) and adjective type (bounded, unbounded, partially 

bounded.).  As in the two previously described languages, these factors interact and must 

be taken into consideration in the analysis portion of the chapter, although their 

interaction is slightly differently in Belarusian than it is in either Russian or Ukrainian. 

This will be discussed throughout the section. 

2.3.1 Distribution of Depictives in Belarusian 
 
I will begin with a description of object depictives in Belarusian.  As in Russian and 

Ukrainian, there are two types of depictives in Belarusian; those which agree in case with 

the argument that they are modifying (CADs) and those which are invariably marked 

with instrumental case (ICMDs).  As can be seen in example (101) below, like both 

Russian and Ukrainian, Belarusian allows both the CAD and ICMD structures when 

modifying a direct object using the bounded adjective drunk. 

(101) Мiлiцыя       прывяла  яго         дадому   п’янага/п’яным. 
Milicija         pryvjala   yago       dadomu  pyanaga/pyanim. 
police.NOM   brought    he.ACC   home      drunk.ACC/drunk.INST 
‘The police brought him home drunk.’ 

 
Just as in Russian and Ukrainian, the depictive adjective drunk can either agree in 

accusative case with its modified argument yago ‘him’, or can appear in the invariable 

instrumental case.  Following the pattern seen in both Russian and Ukrainian, when the 

adjective is the partially bounded adjective young or the unbounded adjective smart, it 

can only appear in the instrumental case, as is evidenced in examples (102) and (103), 

respectively. 
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 (102) Мiлiцыя       прывяла  яго        дадому   *маладога/маладым. 
Milicija         pryvjala   yago      dadomu  *maladoga/maladim. 
police.NOM   brought    he.ACC  home        young.ACC/young.INST 
‘The police brought him home young.’ 

 
 (103) Ты             яго          лічыў           *рaзумнага/рaзумным. 

Ti              yago        lichyw          *razumnaga/razumnym. 
you.NOM   he.ACC     considered     smart.ACC/smart.INST 
‘You considered him smart.’ 
 

As in the parallel examples in Russian and Ukrainian, it can be inferred that the 

boundedness of the adjective plays a role in the distribution of CADs with regard to 

depictive predication of objects.  The distribution of object depictives in Belarusian is 

summarized in Table 9 below. 

 Table 9: Belarusian Object Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 
 Next we will look at subject depictives in Belarusian.  As is the case in both 

Russian and Ukrainian, both the ICMD and CAD are possible with a bounded adjective 

as the depictive predicate, but like Russian and unlike Ukrainian, Belarusian permits the 

CAD structure regardless of the boundedness of the adjective, as illustrated in examples 

(104), (105) and (106) below: 

 (104) Ты              прыйшоў  дадому   п'яны/п’яным. 
Ti                pryjshow   dadomu  pyani/pyanim. 
you.NOM    arrived       home      drunk.NOM/drunk.INST     
‘You came home drunk.’ 

 
 (105) Ты              прыйшоў  дадому   малады/маладым. 

Ti                pryjshow   dadomu  malady/maladim. 
you.NOM    arrived       home      young.NOM/young.INST 
‘You came home young.’ 
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 (106) Ты              прыйшоў  дадому   рaзумны/рaзумным. 
Ti                pryjshow   dadomu  razumny/razumnym. 
you.NOM    arrived       home      smart.NOM/smart.INST 
‘You came home smart.’ 

  
This distribution is summarized below in Table 10. 
   
 Table 10: Belarusian Subject Depictive Distribution 

Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✔ 
Unbounded ✔ ✔ 

  
As can be seen, the distribution of CADs and ICMDs in subject depictives in Belarusian 

is fairly straightforward, as both structures appear to be permitted with any adjective, 

regardless of its boundedness. 

 As in both Russian and Ukrainian, depictive predication of indirect objects and 

objects of prepositions was never possible with an unbounded adjective, as can be seen in 

Tables 11 and 12.  This generalization holds across all three languages under discussion.    

 Again, in the case of Russian depictives involving indirect objects, the ICMD was 

not possible under any circumstances, but unlike Russian, the CAD in Belarusian is 

possible with either a bounded or a partially bounded adjective, as is illustrated in 

examples  (107) and (108) below. 

 (107) Ты             даў     яму        кнiгу           п’яному/*п’яным 
Ti              daw    yamu      knigu           pyanomu/*pyanim 
you.NOM  gave   he.DAT   book.ACC   drunk.DAT/drunk.INST 
‘You gave him the book drunk.’ 

 
 (108) Ты              даў     яму         кнiгу           мaлaдому/*мaлaдим 

Ti               daw    yamu       knigu           maladomu/*maladim 
you.NOM   gave   he.DAT    book.ACC    young.DAT/young.INST 
‘You gave him the book young.’ 

 
The distribution as it relates to adjective boundedness is given in Table 11 below. 
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 Table 11: Belarusian Indirect Object Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 

 We see a similar distribution for depictive predication of objects of prepositions, 

with the ICMD structure not permitted under any circumstances, and the CAD structure 

possible with the bounded and partially bounded adjectives, as can be seen in (109) and 

(110) and summarized in Table 12 below. 

 (109) Ты             атрымаў     пiсьмо    вiд      яго              п’янaгa/*п’яным 
Ti               atrimaw      pis’mo    vid      yago           pyanaga/*pyanim 
you.NOM   received      letter      from    him.GEN     drunk.GEN/drunk.INST 
‘You received a letter from him drunk.’ 

 
 (110) Ты            атрымаў    пicьмо    ад       яго             маладога/*маладым 

Ti             atrymaw    pis’mo    ad       yago           maladoga/*maladim 
you.NOM received     letter       from   him.GEN     young.GEN/young.INST 
‘You received a letter from him young.’ 

 
 Table 12: Belarusian Object of P Depictive Distribution 

Adjective Type CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 
However, unlike in Russian and Ukrainian before, we find that Belarusian does not meet 

any of Pylkkänen’s diagnostics of a high applicative language, with applicatives of static 

and unergative verbs being ungrammatical (see (111) and (112)), as well as disallowing 

depictive modification of an implicit external argument, as seen in (113). 

 (111) *Я           трымаў   сумку ёй 
*Ya         trymaw   sumku yoi 
I.NOM      held        purse   she.DAT 
‘I held (her) purse (for) her’ 
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(112) *Я           еў         Iвану 
*Ya         еw        Ivanu 
I.NOM     ate        Ivan.DAT 
‘I ate (for the benefit of) Ivan.’ 

 
 (113) *Пiсьмо         быў  напiсан          п’яным.     

*Pismo           biw   napisan           pyanim 
Letter.NOM     was   written.PASS  drunk.INST 
‘The letter was written drunk.’ 

 
This section of the chapter has given a brief description of depictives as they 

occur in Belarusian.  The following section of the chapter will be my proposed analysis 

of this distribution, attempting to explain the distribution through a structural analysis of 

the data. 

2.3.2 Analysis of Depictives in Belarusian 

This section of the chapter provides an analysis of the distribution of CADs and ICMDs 

in Belarusian described in the previous section.  As is the case in both Russian and 

Ukrainian, both the grammatical relation undergoing depictive modification, as well as 

the boundedness of the adjective involved affect the distribution of CADs and IMCDs, 

though my analysis how the boundedness of the adjectives is only speculative at this 

point.   

 I will begin with an analysis of object depictives in Belarusian.  As was the case 

in both Russian and Ukrainian before, both the CAD and ICMD structure are permitted 

with object depictives with a bounded adjective as seen in example (114) below: 

(114) Мiлiцыя       прывяла  яго         дадому   п’янага/п’яным. 
Milicija         pryvjala   yago       dadomu  pyanaga/pyanim. 
police.NOM   brought    he.ACC   home      drunk.ACC/drunk.INST 
‘The police brought him home drunk.’ 

 
As in the previous analyses, I account for the difference between CADs and IMCDs 

structurally, although this structural difference is different than that found in Russian and 
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Ukrainian before.  While CADs in Belarusian remain [-eventive] depictives, like those 

found in Russian and Ukrainian, Belarusian ICMDs seem to pattern more like 

Pylkkänen’s (2008) <e,st> selecting depictives, which mean that they combine with 

either v’ or V’, depeinding on which argument they modify.  The ICMD and CAD 

structures for their respective versions of (114) are given in (115) and (116) below, 

respectively.  

(115)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (116)  
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Since the ICMD adjoins as an adjunct, it checks oblique case, which again in this case is 

instrumental case.  This structural position is licensed by the <e,st> nature of the DepP, 

as it establishes a relation between the DepP and the event, which is a feature of depictive 

structures noted by Pylkkänen (2008), and is part of what has led researchers to call 

ICMDs ‘true depictives’.   The CAD structure, on the other hand, is not licensed to adjoin 

in this position due to its [-eventive] feature of the DepP.  Instead, it adjoins as a DP 

adjunct inside the DP that it modifies.  In the same fashion as Russian and Ukrainian, the 

adjective receives accusative case in the same way that the object yago does, since it is 

contained in the DP that checks accusative case.  Given the fact that ICMDs allow 

adjectives of all types, whereas CADs only allow those that are bounded, I will propose 

the same speculative restriction in Belarusian that I did for Russian: that DepPs contained 

in a DP complement to V must have a [bounded] feature.  This accounts for the 

ungrammaticality of (117), since it has an [unbounded] feature, and it is contained in the 

complement of V, as its structure would be the same as (114), and the grammaticality of 

(118), as it would not be the complement of V, as it would share a structure with (115). 

 (117) *Ты             яго          лічыў           рaзумнага. 
*Ti              yago        lichyw          razumnaga. 
you.NOM   he.ACC     considered     smart.ACC 
‘You considered him smart.’ 

 
 (118) Ты             яго          лічыў            рaзумным. 

Ti              yago        lichyw           razumnym. 
you.NOM   he.ACC     considered    smart.INST 
‘You considered him smart.’ 

 
Next, we will turn our attention to subject depictives.  Belarusian has the widest 

distribution of all three languages when it comes to subject depictives, as both the ICMD 

and CAD structures are permitted regardless of the boundedness of the adjective.  As in 
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Russian, one could speculate that this is due to the preference of ICMDs to describe 

objects, as can be seen in example (119), a sentence in which either the subject or object 

could (semantically) be interpreted as being modified by the depictive, but the ICMD is 

always interpreted as the object.  This could lead to a preference for CADs for subject 

depictives, as CADs are unambiguous as to which argument they modify because they 

display the same case as that argument. 

(119) Тыi           ўбачыў     ягоk       п'яныi/п'яным*i/k 
  Tii             ubachiw   yagok     pyanyi/pyanim*i/k 
  you.NOM  saw          he.ACC  drunk.NOM/drunk.INST 
  ‘You saw him drunk.’ 
 
 The ICMD structure of a subject <e,st> depictive is similar to that of an object 

depictive, except in the case of a subject the DepP adjoins as an adjunct to the v’ instead 

of the V, which establishes a relationship with the external argument in the Spec-vP 

position.  Since the earlier proposed restriction on boundedness does not apply since a vP 

adjunct is not the complement of V, all adjective types are possible.  (121) shows the 

structure of (120), an ICMD with a partially bounded adjective. 

 (120) Ты              прыйшоў  дадому   маладым. 
Ti                pryjshow   dadomu  maladim. 
you.NOM    arrived       home      young.INST 
‘You came home young.’ 
 

 (121)   
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Since a CAD does not have an eventive feature, nor is it an <e,st> selecting depictive, it 

is not licensed to adjoin as an adjunct to the vP or to v’, and therefore must adjoin as an 

adjunct to the DP which it modifies.  Again, this is the mechanism through which the 

adjective receives nominative case in this instance, as it is contained in the subject DP, 

which checks nominative.  Unlike object depictives, however, CADs involving subjects 

may occur with partially bounded or unbounded adjectives, since they are not in a 

structural position that is the complement of V, and therefore the restriction proposed 

regarding Belarusian doesn’t apply.  This is illustrated by the subject depictive involving 

an unbounded adjective in (122), and the CAD subject depictive structure is given in 

(123). 

 (122) Ты              прыйшоў  дадому   рaзумны. 
Ti                pryjshow   dadomu  razumny. 
you.NOM    arrived       home      smart.NOM 
‘You came home smart.’ 

 
 (123)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Like in the Russian and Ukrainian analyzed above, the word order facts in this case can 

be attributed to the fact that East Slavic languages are well-known to be scrambling 

languages (Müller 2002), allowing the depictive adjective to move to the end of the 

sentence (or the verb phrase to move in front of it). 
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 As is the case in both Russian and Ukrainian, depictives modifying indirect 

objects and objects of prepositions have a different distribution from those modifying 

objects and subjects.  No adjectives that are unbounded were found to be permitted 

permitted, and ICMDs are not permitted in either case.  Once again, this corroborates the 

analysis of ICMDs as ‘true depictives’.  Indirect objects in Belarusian display the 

properties of low applicatives described by Pylkkänen (2008), such as being unable to 

modify implicit external arguments, as in (124).  Furthermore, Belarusian does not permit 

appled arguments to be added to unergative verbs, illustrated in (125), or static verbs, as 

is shown in (126). 

(124) *Письмо       быў  напiсан          п’яным.   
*Pis’mo         biw   napisan          pyani4 
letter.NOM    was  written.PASS  drunk.INST 
‘The letter was written drunk. 

 
 (125) *Я           еў         Iвану 

*Ya         еw        Ivanu 
I.NOM      ate        Ivan.DAT 
‘I ate (for the benefit of) Ivan.’ 

 
 (126) *Я           патрымаў   ёй           сумкy 

*Ya         patrymaw   yoi          sumku. 
I.NOM      held            she.DAT  purse    
‘I held (her) purse (for) her.’ 
 

There is no position for an <e,st> selecting DepP to adjoin in order to modify low applied 

argument; if it adjoins to V it automatically modifies the internal argument, if it adjoins to 

v’ it automatically modifies the external argument, and it must adjoin to either the v’ or 

the V, due to its selectional features, since these are of type <e,st> and LowAppl’ is not.  

CADs, however, being non-eventive and individual-selective, adjoin to DP, as shown in 

(128) for the sentence in (127).  Since the structural position of indirect objects is not the 
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complement of V, the restriction involving adjective boundedness does not apply, and I 

can speculate that a [bounded] feature is not required, as (128) illustrates. 

 (127) Ты              даў     яму         кнiгу           мaлaдому. 
Ti               daw    yamu       knigu           maladomu. 
you.NOM   gave   he.DAT    book.ACC    young.DAT 
‘You gave him the book young.’ 

 
 (128)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As was the case with indirect objects, objects of prepositions also lack the 

semantic properties to be selected by an <e, st> selecting DepP to adjoin as a part of the 

part of V, v’ or HighAppl’, thus disallowing the ICMD structure from being possible.  

However, the CAD structure is possible, and once again, since this is a position that is not 

c-commanded by V, I speculate that the restriction on the boundedness of the adjective in 

Belarusian does not apply, and therefore partially bounded adjectives are permitted, as 

illustrated in (129) and (130) below. 

(129) Ты            атрымаў    пicьмо    ад       яго             маладога/*маладым 
Ti              atrymaw    pis’mo    ad       yago           maladoga/*maladim 
you.NOM received     letter       from   him.GEN     young.GEN/young.INST 
‘You received a letter from him young.’ 
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 (130)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This section has been an analysis of the distribution of depictives in Belarusian as 

had been described in the previous section.  The key point from this section of the chapter 

is that, like in Russian and Ukrainian before, with CADs adjoining to the DP that they 

modify, while ICMDs adjoin to either the vP or the VP.  However, unlike in Russian and 

Belarusian, this difference is caused by the fact that the ICMD is an <e,st> selecting 

depictive, rather than the [+eventive] ICMDs found in Russian and Ukrainain.  I found 

that this caused the ICMD structure to select a V or v’ position for Adjoinment, rather 

than a VP or vP level, in keeping with the analysis that Pylkkänen (2008) provides for 

<e,st> type depictives. 
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Chapter 3: Wh-Movement of Depictives in East Slavic 
 
The expression of subject and object depictives is somewhat similar in East Slavic 

languages and English, in that the depictive predicate is expressed as a sentence final 

adjective.  When one wants to ask a question about a depicted state, however, the 

morphosyntactic form is somewhat different in East Slavic languages and English, as is 

seen in the contrast between the English examples (131) and (132) and the Russian 

examples (133) and (134) below.  In English, depictives are questioned with the wh-

element how, whereas in Russian (and other East Slavic languages), it is questioned 

through the use of the wh-element which. 

(131) Q: How does she drink her coffee? 
A: She drinks her coffee black. 
 

(132) Q: *Which does she drink her coffee? 
A: She drinks her coffee black.  

 
 (133) Каким         милиция      привела  его         домой? 

Kakim         milicija         privela    ego         domoj? 
which.INST police.NOM   brought   he.ACC   home      
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 

 
 (134) *Как      милиция      привела  его         домой? 

*Kak      milicija         privela    ego         domoj? 
 how       police.NOM   brought   he.ACC   home      
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 

  
As Richardson (2006) notes, the Russian word kakoi ‘which’ and its cognates in 

Ukrainian and Belarusian has two definitions.  One is similar to the English, in that it 

combines with a noun phrase and picks out a DP as an answer, as shown in (135) and 

(136) below. 

(135) Q:  Which picture is your favourite? 
 

  A:  The first one that you showed me. 
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 (136) Q: Какая          фотографая        твоя          самая          любимая? 
   Kakaya        fotografiya          tvoya         samaya       liubimaya? 
   which.NOM photograph.NOM your.NOM  most.NOM  loved.NOM 
   ‘Which picture is your favourite? 
 
  A: Первая      фотография,      которую ты            мне         показал. 
   Pervaya     fotografiya,         kotoruju   ti              mne        pokazal 
   first.NOM  photograph.NOM REL.ACC   you.NOM  me.DAT  showed 
   ‘The first one that you showed me.’ 
 
However, the second definition is something more like ‘in which state of X/ which 

version of X’ or the English ‘how’, as illustrated in example (133) above.  By contrast, 

English uses the adverbial how to form a wh-phrase corresponding to a depictive 

predicate.  This incidentally provides some independent evidence for the view that 

English depictives are clausal adjuncts, rather than DP-adjuncts, as is typical of adverbs.   

 As for East Slavic langauges, I propose that the wh-element kakoi and its cognates 

as they are used to form wh-phrases that correspong to depictive predicates are adjectives, 

and are determiners in the other usage, as was illustrated in examples (135) and (136) 

above. 

 This chapter will be structured in a very similar fashion to the previous chapter.  

First I will begin by describing the distribution of wh-movement of depictives in Russian, 

then offer my analysis of it, followed by a description of this phenomenon in Ukrainian 

and the analysis of that language, after which I will describe and analyze the parallel 

structures in Belarusian, and finally I will conclude with a comparison of the distributions 

and analyses of the phenomenon in all three East Slavic Languages. 

3.1 Wh-Movement of Depictives in Russian 
 
This section will be a description and analysis of wh-movement of depictive structures in 

Russian, according to depictive type (i.e. CAD vs. ICMD), grammatical relation (i.e. 
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object, subject, etc.) and by adjective type (bounded, unbounded, partially bounded).  As 

will be seen, all of these factors interact and must be taken into consideration in the 

analysis. 

3.1.1 Distribution of Wh-Movement of Depictives in Russian 
 
I will begin my description of depictive wh-movement in Russian with object depictives.  

As described in the previous chapter, there are two types of depictives in Russian, and 

both of these may undergo wh-movement. 

 For ease of comparison, Table 1 is repeated below. 

 Table 1: Russian Object Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 

 For Russian, all ICMD object depictives can undergo wh-movement; it is 

acceptable regardless of the boundedness of the adjective.  This can be seen in (137), as 

the answer to this could be any of the three adjectives under discussion, pyanim ‘drunk’, 

molodim ‘young’, or umnim ‘smart’.   

 (137) Каким         милиция      привела  его         домой? 
Kakim         milicija         privela    ego         domoj? 
which.INST police.NOM   brought   he.ACC   home      
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 

 
Although a CAD can modify an object in Russian, we find that it cannot undergo wh-

movement, and completely ungrammatical when interpreted as representing an instance 

of depictive predication, as seen in (138) below. 

 (138) *Какого          милиция      привела  его         домой? 
*Kakogo         milicija         privela    ego         domoj? 
which.ACC     police.NOM   brought   he.ACC   home      
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 
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However, this can be seen as a special case, as will be discussed in section 3.1.2 below.  

Table 2 gives the distribution of wh-movement in Russian object depictives. 

 Table 2: Russian Wh-Movement of Object Depictives Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✖ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 
Next will be a description of wh-movement of subject depictives in Russian.  As 

was noted in the previous chapter, there was a peculiarity in the distribution of subject 

depictives, namely that ICMDs with partially bounded adjectives were not possible 

despite bounded and unbounded adjectives being possible, as seen in Table 3. 

Table 3: Russian Subject Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 
Unbounded ✔ ✔ 

 
When one looks at the wh-movement, there seems to be a different oddity.  In ICMDs, 

things seem to be as one would have predicted for ICMDs, as the answer to (139)8 could 

be any adjective type. 

 (139) Q: Каким          ты              пришел домой? 
Kakim          ti                 prishel   domoj? 
which.INST you.NOM    arrived   home   
‘In what state did you arrive home?’ 

 
  A: Я            пришел домой пьяным/молодым/умным. 

Ya          prishel   domoj  pyanim/molodim/umnim. 
I.NOM    arrived   home   drunk.INST/young.INST/smart.INST    
‘I came home drunk/young/smart.’ 

 

                                                
8 The reason that the expected answers are being discussed is because at this point during 
the study I was attempting to tap into the boundedness of which.  It is not necessary to the 
analysis. 
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This is as one would have predicted for ICMDs in the first place, although it goes against 

what one would predict based on the distribution of subject depictives.  Similarly unlike 

what one would have predicted based on this distribution is that wh-movement of the 

CAD structure, given in (140), is possible when the answer is a bounded or unbounded 

adjective, but not when it is a partially bounded adjective. 

 (140) Какой          ты               пришел домой? 
Kakoi           ti                 prishel   domoj? 
which.NOM you.NOM      arrived    home   
‘In what state did you arrive home?’ 

 
This distribution of wh-movement of subject depictives in given in Table 4 below. 

 Table 4: Russian Wh-Movement of Subject Depictives Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔✙ 
Unbounded ✔ ✔ 

 
 Now we will turn our attention to the wh-movement of indirect objects in Russian.  

As described in the previous chapter, and illustrated in Table 5, ICMDs cannot modify an 

indirect object, nor can CADs involving unbounded adjectives.  This holds true for wh-

movement as well (see Table 6).  ICMDs are not possible under any circumstance, as 

seen in (141).  

 Table 5: Russian Indirect Object Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✖ 

 
 
 
  

                                                
9 This seems to contradict the findings presented in Table 3.  However, since 
boundedness was not the main phenomenon under investigation, I have been unable to 
fully explore what underlies the difference between the Russian ICMDs with an 
unbounded adjective reported in Tables 3 and 4. 
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 (141) *Каким        ты               дал     ему         книгу? 
*Kakim        ti                  dal     emu         knigu?            
which.INST you.NOM       gave   he.DAT    book.ACC     
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 

 
This sentence is only ungrammatical on this translation; if it is taken to mean that the 

depictive is modifying the subject, you, it would be perfectly grammatical, meaning 

something like ‘In what state of yours did you give him the book?’. 

 A CAD structure is possible if the adjective involved is a bounded adjective, as 

seen in Table 5, and this holds for wh-movement of this type of depictive as well, as 

(142) is grammatical only if the answer is a bounded adjective.  Note that that indirect 

object emu, must move along with the wh-element, kakomu, unlike what was seen in 

either the object or subject depictives. 

 (142) Какому       ему         ты                 дал     книгу? 
Kakomu      emu         ti                   dal      knigu?            
which.DAT  he.DAT    you.NOM     gave    book.ACC     
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 

 
Though this word order may be unexpected  based on the structure of the CAD, as the 

adjective is a right-branching DP-adjunct; however, this can easily be handled by a 

requirement of wh-elements to move to the left edge of the structure. 

This distribution, which is the same as for non-wh-moved depictives modifing 

indirect objects, can be seen in Table 6 below. 

 Table 6: Russian Wh-Movement of Indirect Object Depictives Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✖ 

 

 The final grammatical relation in which depictive predication, and therefore its 

wh-movement, can occur the object of a preposition.  Like indirect objects, depictives of 
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objects of prepositions in Russian never allowed the ICMD structure, as repeated in Table 

7 below. 

 Table 7: Russian Object of P Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 
As one would predict, as the wh-movement of this type of structure is ungrammatical as 

well, as illustrated in (143) and (144) below. 

 (143) *Каким       ты            получил   письмо  от      него?            
*Kakim        ti              poluchil    pis’mo   ot       nego?            
which.INST  you.NOM  received   letter      from  him.GEN     
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
 (144) *Oт       него          kаким          ты            получил   письмо?            

*Ot       nego          kakim           ti              poluchil    pis’mo?            
from    him.GEN    which.INST  you.NOM  received   letter  
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
Like the indirect object example in (141), (143) is grammatical if kakim is taken to be 

describing the subject, ti, since the ICMD structure is permitted in subject depictives in 

Russian. 

 As with non-wh CADs modifying objects of prepositions, we find that the wh-

movement of this structure is possible when the answer is either a bounded or a partially 

bounded adjective, as seen in (145).  Note that, like with the indirect object wh-

movement, the entire PP must move with the wh-element. 

 (145) Oт       него          kакого           ты            получил   письмо?            
Ot       nego          kakogo           ti              poluchil    pis’mo?            
from  him.GEN    which.GEN     you.NOM  received   letter  
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 
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The distribution of wh-movement of depictives  modifying objects of prepositions, then, 

is the same as the distribution of non-wh-moved depictives modifying objects of 

prepositions, as can be seen in Table 8 below. 

 

 Table 8: Russian Wh-Movement Object of P Depictives Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 
 This section of the chapter has been a description of wh-movement of depictives 

in Russian.  This distribution will be discussed more thoroughly in the following analysis 

section. 

3.1.2 Analysis of Wh-Movement of Depictives in Russian 
 
This section presents an analysis of wh-movement of the Russian depictives described in 

the previous section.  In my analysis, wh-movement is analyzed as movement to the 

Spec-CP position, motivated by a [uWH] feature on C, in keeping with the Minimalist 

program (Chomsky 2000).  This uninterpretable WH feature means that a wh-element, 

which contains a [WH] feature, must move into Spec-CP in order to check this [uWH] 

feature.  If no wh-element moves to this position and the feature remains unchecked, this 

will result in a crashed derivation.   

 The crucial distinction in depictive wh-movement is the difference between CADs 

and ICMDs, rather than the different grammatical relations.  As such, this section will 

focus on these differences, assuming the analysis regarding depictive modification of the 

various grammatical relations proposed in the previous chapter. 
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 ICMDs in Russian can only occur with subjects and objects, but within those they 

can occur regardless of the boundedness of the adjective for the purposes of wh-

movement.  Given this, let us take a subject depictive such as (146). 

 (146) Каким          ты              пришел домой? 
Kakim          ti                 prishel   domoj? 
which.INST you.NOM    arrived   home   
‘In what state did you arrive home?’ 

 
The expected answer to this question would be something such as. 
 
 (147) Я            пришел домой пьяным. 

Ya          prishel   domoj  pyanim. 
I.NOM    arrived   home   drunk.INST     
‘I came home drunk.’ 

 
Given this, I propose that (147) is base generated with the structure for (147) proposed in 

the previous chapter, as seen in (148). 

  
 (148)    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Next, the [uWH] feature on C motivates movement of the DepP containing the wh-phrase 

to the Spec-C position, as seen in (149). 
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(149)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As can be seen, this results in the wh-phrase moving to the front of the sentence to check 

the [uWH] feature on C.  This can happen regardless of the boundedness of the adjective 

that is the expected answer.  As was previously noted, this is an occurrence of the wh-

element kakoi ‘which’ as a depictive adjective, and thus a depictive adjective is the 

expected answer.  Since the wh-adjective kakim is in instrumental case in (146), it would 

be expected that an adjective in instrumental case would be the answer, such as pyanim 

‘drunk.INST’. 

 The only difference between wh-movement of an object ICMD and the subject 

ICMD just described is that an object-modifying DepP orginates as a VP-adjunct rather 

than as a vP-adjunct. Again, ICMDs couldnot modify indirect objects or objects of 

prepositions, so the wh-moved counterpart of such depictives is also ungrammatical.  

 CADs, on the other hand, show a marked difference in the wh-movement of 

object and subject depictives, with wh-movement of object depictives not being permitted 
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at all, and wh-movement of subject depictives being permitted, at least when the expected 

answer is a bounded or unbounded adjective10.   

 Given the distribution of CADs in subject depictives, one could have a question 

such as (150), with an expected answer of (151). 

 (150) Какой          ты               пришел домой? 
Kakoi           ti                 prishel   domoj? 
which.NOM you.NOM    arrived   home   
‘In what state did you arrive home?’ 

 
 (151) Я            пришел домой пьяный. 

Ya          prishel   domoj  pyaniy. 
I.NOM    arrived   home   drunk.NOM     
‘I came home drunk.’ 

 
As in the case of ICMDs, I assume that (150) is base generated with the same structure as 

that proposed for (151) in the previous chapter, given below in (152) 

 
(152)   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

                                                
10 The fact that an expected answer cannot be a partially bounded adjective is extremely 
puzzling, like the fact that it could not occur as a subject ICMD in the previous chapter.  I 
really have no good explanation for this, and as such it will not be addressed any further 
in the analysis. 
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As in the case of ICMDs, the wh-phrase then moves to Spec-CP to check a [uWH] 

feature on C, resulting the the wh-phrase moving to the front of the sentence as we see in 

(150).  Unlike in CADs, however, the entire DP pied pipes (Ross 1967; Abels 2007; 

Cable 2010).  This results with the final structure given below in (153). 

 (153)
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I am unable to explain exactly why we find the word order where the pronoun follows the 

wh-element, as all the depictives described in the previous chapter were found to be post-

nominal.  One possible explanation could be an ordering restriction that wh-elements 

must appear at the beginning o their phrase.  However, I am not providing an analysis for 
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the word order in this thesis, though it is definitely an interesting area for further 

research.11   

However, as seen in (154), wh-movement of an object CAD is ungrammatical.  

 (154) *Какого          милиция      привела  его         домой? 
*Kakogo         milicija         privela    ego         domoj? 
which.ACC     police.NOM   brought   he.ACC   home      
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 

 
One plausible account of this restriction is that it is sociolinguistically based.  In Russian 

there exists an expression Kakogo Cherta that means something like ‘what the hell’ and 

is considered quite crude/offensive.  This is sometimes shortened to be simply kakogo, 

and this is the interpretation that all of my participants reported upon hearing (154).  So, 

possibly expressions like (154) are blocked by avoidance of this other interpretation of 

the word.  Another possiblility is that it arises from a locality condition between a CAD 

wh-depictive and the DP that it modifies, the pied piping seen in the subject CAD in 

(153).  This leads to the question of whether or not it is possible for the entire DP to move 

to the front of the sentence, Kakogo ego.  However, all participants reported that this 

forces an interpretation of multiple (male) people, from which one is to be picked out (i.e. 

the answer is a DP), rather than the interpretation of ‘in which state’ (i.e. the answer is a 

depictive adjective).  Furthermore, one of the differences between wh-movement 

involving object vs. subject depictives is that in the case of subject depictives, the 

depictive AP has nothing intervening between it and the DP which it modifies, due to the 

pied piping, whereas in the object depictive there is, as seen in the tree in (155). 

  

                                                
11 Further research could also be done to test whetehr or not the entire DP pied pipes in 
this case, such as by investigating wh-extraction of a subject CAD from an embedded 
declarative clause. 
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(155)  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As can be seen, there is material intervening between the final position of kakogo and the 

pronoun it modifies, ego.  The second possible account of the ungrammaticality of the 

wh-moving object CAD, is that there is a restriction in Russian that a DP containing a 

wh-phrase DepP must pied pipe when that DepP ungergoes wh-movement.  At first 

glance, this seems highly stipulative and tailored to this specific example, but this is 

supported by the pattern shown in (156)-(159) as well, in which wh-movement of 

depictives involving indirect objects and objects of prepositions show a similar pattern, 

namely that the entire DP containing a CAD undergoing wh-movement must pied pipe. 

 (156) *Какому       ты                дал     ему         книгу? 
*Kakomu      ti                  dal      emu         knigu?            
which.DAT   you.NOM     gave     he.DAT    book.ACC     
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 
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 (157) Какому       ему         ты                 дал     книгу? 
Kakomu      emu         ti                   dal      knigu?            
which.DAT  he.DAT    you.NOM     gave    book.ACC     
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 

 
 (158) *Какого       ты            получил   письмо  от      него?            

*Kakogo        ti              poluchil    pis’mo   ot       nego?            
which.GEN  you.NOM  received   letter      from  him.GEN     
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
 (159) Oт       него          kакого           ты            получил   письмо?            

Ot       nego          kakogo           ti              poluchil    pis’mo?            
from  him.GEN    which.GEN     you.NOM  received   letter  
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
As can be seen in the tree for (158), presented in (160), wh-movement of only the wh-

element seperates kakogo from the DP it modifies.  Whereas, in the tree for (159), given 

in (161), the entire PP undergoes pied piping, satisfying the restriction proposed for wh-

movement of Russian CADs. 

 
(160)    
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 (161)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

More evidence supports the analysis of a pied-piping requirement on Russian 

CADs, as opposed to the sociolinguistic explanation.  The restriction proposed for 

Russian CADs, that the DepP cannot move without pied piping of the DP, will be 

discussed further in the comparison of all three East Slavic languages in section 3.4. 

3.2 Wh-Movement of Depictives in Ukrainian 
 
This section of the chapter will be a description and analysis of wh-movement of 

depictive structures in Ukrainian, according to depictive type (i.e. CAD vs. ICMD), 

grammatical relation (i.e. object, subject, etc.), and adjective type (bounded, unbounded, 

partially bounded.).  There will be some comparisons drawn to Russian throughout this 

section, although these will be discussed more thouroughly in section 3.4.  
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3.2.1 Description of Wh-Movement of Depictives in Ukrainian 
 
I begin with a description of the wh-movement of object depictives in Ukrainian.  As in 

Russian, Ukrainian ICMDs are permitted with all adjective types for object depictives, 

and CADs are permitted with bounded adjectives, as shown in Table 9 below. 

 Table 9: Ukrainian Object Depictive Distribution 
Adjective type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 
Like in the comparable Russian example, when wh-movement occurs in the ICMD 

structure, it is grammatical regardless of whether the answer is a bounded, partially 

bounded or unbounded adjective, as is seen in (162). 

 (162) Яким             мiлiцiя          привела його        додому? 
Jakym            milicija         pryvela   joho        dodomu 
which.INST    police.NOM   brought  he.ACC    home 
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 

However, Ukrainian does not have a parallel structure to the Russian kakoго Чёрта, 

‘what/why the hell’, and therefore wh-movement of the CAD structure is not blocked, as 

shown in (163).  The observation that this movement is allowed in Ukrainian and not in 

Russian was also noted by Richardson (2006), although her proposed analysis of this 

contrast is very different from what I will propose, as elaborated upon in section 3.2.2. 

 (163) Якого           мiлiцiя          привела  його        додому? 
Jakoho          milicija          pryvela   joho         dodomu 
which.ACC    police.NOM   brought  he.ACC     home 
‘In what state did the police bring him home? 

 
Consistent with the distribution of object depictives, this structure is grammatical if the 

expected answer is a bounded adjective, while an answer involving a partially bounded or 

unbounded adjective is an ungrammatical.  The options for wh-movement of object 

depictives are summarized in Table 10. 
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 Table 10: Ukrainian Wh-Movement of Object Depictives Distribution 
Adjective type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 
The next grammatical relation under discussion will be subject depictives.  As 

with object depictives in Ukrainian, the ICMD structure is permitted regardless of the 

boundedness of the adjective, whereas the CAD structure is only permitted with a 

bounded adjective, as shown in Table 11. 

Table 11: Ukrainian Subject Depictive Distribution 
Adjective type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 
Likewise, wh-movement of the subject ICMD in (162) is grammatical regardless of the 

boundedness of the adjective in the intended answer as illustrated in Table 12 below.  

However, if the CAD version of (164) is used, then the answer must contain a bounded 

adjective. 

 (164) Який/яким                       ти                прийшов  додому? 
Jakoiy/Jakym                    ti                 prishov     dodomu?   
which.NOM/Which.INST   you.NOM    arrived      home   
‘In what state did you arrive home?’ 

 
 Table 12: Ukrainian Wh-Movement of Subject Depictives Distribution 

Adjective type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 
 In Ukrainian, as in Russian, the ICMD structure is never permitted to modify 

indirect objects, as is seen in Table 13, and as expected this holds true for the wh-moved 

ICMD as well, as seen in examples (165) and (166). 
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Table 13: Ukrainian Indirect Object Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 
 (165) *Яким             ти               дав   йому        книгу?           

*Jakym            ti                dav    jomu        knygu?            
which.INST     you.NOM    gave  he.DAT     book.ACC   
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 

  
 (166) *Яким            йому        ти               дав     книгу?           

*Jakym           jomu         ti                dav     knygu?            
which.INST    he.DAT     you.NOM    gave    book.ACC   
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 

 
On the other hand, example (165) is grammatical if the intended meaning is ‘in what state 

of yours did you give him the book’, since the ICMD structure is grammatical for subject 

depictives.  However, as in Russian, for indirect objects in Ukrainian, only the CAD 

structure is permitted, and therefore able to undergo wh-movement. However, unlike in 

Russian, the indirect object itself is not required to move, as seen in example (167). 

 (167) Якому            ти               дав   йому         книгу?           
Jakomu           ti                dav    jomu         knygu?            
which.DAT     you.NOM    gave  he.DAT     book.ACC   
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 
 

Also unlike in Russian, the answer to this question may be either a bounded or a partially 

bounded adjective, rather than being restricted to only bounded adjectives.  

The distribution of the wh-movement of indirect object depictives in Ukrainian is, 

like that of subject and object depictives, entirely predicted by the corresponding 

depictive distribution, as can be seen in Table 14. 

Table 14: Ukrainian Wh-Movement of Indirect Object Depictives Distribution 
Adjective Type CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 
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 The final grammatical relation to be discussed is the object of a preposition.  As in 

Russian, the ICMD structure is never permitted for object-of-preposition depictives, as 

seen in Table 15. Therefore the wh-movement of such structures is predicted to be 

ungrammatical as well, a prediction that is confirmed in examples (168) and (169). 

 Table 15: Ukrainian Object of P Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 
 

(168) *Яким           ти            отримав   лист   вiд      нього? 
*Jakym          ti              otrimav    lyst     vid      noho     
which.INST   you.NOM  received   letter  from   him.GEN   
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
 (169) *Вiд      нього       яким            ти            отримав    лист? 

*Vid      noho        jakym           ti              otrimav     lyst? 
from      him.GEN  which.INST   you.NOM  received   letter  
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
As in the parallel example in Russian, (168) is ungrammatical with the given intended 

meaning, but grammatical if the depictive is taken to be modifying the subject, ti. 

 By contrast with the ICMD, wh-movement is possible in the grammatical CAD 

modifying a PP-object.  Unlike in Russian, however, the entire PP is not required to 

move, as just the wh-element jakoho can move, as seen in example (170). 

 (170) Якого           ти            отримав   лист   вiд      нього? 
Jakoho          ti              otrimav     lyst     vid      noho     
which.GEN   you.NOM  received   letter  from   him.GEN   
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
The wh-movement of depictives modifying objects of prepositions in Ukrainian is 

summarized in Table 16 below. 
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 Table 16: Ukrainian Wh-Movement Object of P Depictives Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 
3.2.2 Analysis of Wh-Movement of Depictives in Ukrainian 
 
This section will present an analysis of the wh-movement of depictives in Ukrainian 

described in the previous section.  Due to a high degree of similarity between ICMDs in 

Russian and Ukrainian, the discussion of ICMDs will be minimal.  

 Let us start with the analysis of wh-movement of ICMDs.  In Ukrainian, ICMDs 

are permitted as object or subject depictives regardless of the boundedness of the 

adjective in question.  Therefore, the question given in (171) could have an expected 

answer with any boundedness of adjective, such as the partially bounded adjective given 

in (172). 

 (171) Яким             мiлiцiя          привела його        додому? 
Jakym            milicija         pryvela   joho        dodomu 
which.INST    police.NOM   brought  he.ACC    home 
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 
 

 (172) Мiлiцiя         привела його       додому     молодим. 
Milicija         pryvela   joho        dodomu    molodim. 
police.NOM   brought   he.ACC   home         young.INST 
‘The police brought him home young.’ 

 
I assume that (171) is base generated with the same structure as that for (172), as can be 

seen in (173). 
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 (173)   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The wh-element is then motivated to move to the Spec-CP position by the [uWH] feature 

on C.  This is illustrated in (174) below. 

 (174)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As can be seen, this is nearly identical to the analysis of wh-movement of ICMDs in 

Russian, and as such will not be discussed further. 

 When it comes to the distribution of wh-movement of CADs, however, Ukrainian 

patterns differ from those found in Russian.  First of all, Ukrainian restricts CADs 
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involving subject depictives to those involving bounded adjectives.  Because of this, the 

expected answer to (175) must be a depictive involving a bounded adjective, such as that 

in (176). 

 (175) Який           ти                прийшов  додому? 
Jakiy            ti                 prishov     dodomu?   
which.NOM you.NOM    arrived      home   
‘In what state did you arrive home?’ 

 
 (176) Я            прийшов   додому   п’яний. 

Ya         prishov       dodomu   pyanij. 
I.NOM   arrived         home       drunk.NOM  
‘You came home drunk.’ 

 
 The structure for (175) is given in (177).  As is seen, it is quite similar to that 

proposed for the Russian CAD earlier, except note the lack of pied piping of the entire 

DP that contains the CAD.   

 (177)   
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

However, a major difference arises between Russian and Ukrainian in wh-

movement of object CADs.  This type of movement is not permitted in Russian, but is 
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allowed in Ukrainian, as long as the expected answer is a bounded adjective, as illustrated 

in example (178). 

(178) Якого           мiлiцiя          привела    його          додому? 
Jakoho          milicija          pryvela      joho          dodomu 
which.ACC    police.NOM    brought     he.ACC      home 
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 

 
The tree diagram for this sentence is given in (179).  As can be seen, the wh-movement is 

motivated by [uWH] feature on C. 

 (179)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One possible account of the contrast between Russian and Ukrainian with regards to the 

wh-movement facts involving object CADs is sociolinguistic in nature.  Ukrainian does 

not have the ‘what the hell’ interpretation associated with jakoho that Russian kakogo 

does.  The second explanation would be that in Ukrainian, unlike Russian, a depictive 

wh-element may move and strand the DP that it modifies (i.e. pied piping is not required).  
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This not only predicts the grammaticality of (178), but it also correctly predicts that 

indirect objects and objects of prepositions do not have to move along with the wh-

element.  This is exactly what we find, as seen in examples (180) and (181), respectively. 

 (180) Якому            ти               дав   йому         книгу?           
Jakomu           ti                dav    jomu         knygu?            
which.DAT     you.NOM    gave  he.DAT     book.ACC   
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 
 
 
 

 (181) Якого           ти            отримав   лист   вiд      нього? 
Jakoho          ti              otrimav     lyst     vid      noho     
which.GEN   you.NOM  received   letter  from   him.GEN   
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
As can be seen in the tree for (181), given in (182), Ukrainian allows the depictive wh-

element contained within the PP to be separated from the DP that it modifies, unlike the 

corresponding Russian example (158). 
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 (182)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Therefore, Ukrainian lends support to both views proposed in the analysis of Russian, 

that wh-movement of object CADs in Russian is blocked by the ‘what the hell’ 

interpretation of kakogo, or that Russian wh-CADs cannot be separated from the DP they 

modify.  However, the second analysis also makes correct predictions regarding the wh-

movement of both indirect object CADs and object of preposition CADs.  Because of 

this, the second analysis appears to be more preferable.  

 
3.3 Wh-Movement of Depictives in Belarusian 
 
This section of the chapter will be a description and analysis of wh-movement of 

depictive structures in Belarusian, according to depictive type (i.e. CAD vs. ICMD), 

grammatical relation (i.e. object, subject, etc.) and adjective type (bounded, unbounded, 
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etc.).  There will be some comparisons drawn to Russian and Ukrainian throughout this 

section, although this will be done more completely in section 3.4.  

3.3.1 Descriptions of Wh-Movement of Depictives in Belarusian 
 
This section will be a description of wh-movement of depictives in Belarusian.  As will 

be seen, the distributions are very similar to the distribution of depictives in Russian, 

though not always exactly the same. 

 The first grammatical relation that will be described will be the wh-movement of 

object depictives.  Object depictives in Belarusian follow the same pattern as both 

Russian and Ukrainian, with ICMDs being permitted with all adjective types, and the 

CAD structure being permitted only with a bounded adjective, as can be seen in Table 17. 

 Table 17: Belarusian Object Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 
When it comes to the wh-movement of object ICMDs, we find the predictable 

distribution that it allows all adjective types as an answer, as illustrated in example (183). 

 (183) Якiм             мiлiцыя          прывяла  яго          дадому? 
Jakim            milicija           pryvjala   yago        dadomu 
which.INST  police.NOM     brought    he.ACC    home 
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 

 
However, when it comes to the CAD structure, we find the same result as Russian; that 

wh-movement of this type of depictive is never permitted, is seen in (184), despite the 

grammaticality of the CAD with a bounded adjective, as was shown in Table 17. 

 (184) *Якога             мiлiцыя          прывяла  яго          дадому? 
*Jakoga            milicija           pryvjala   yago        dadomu 
which.ACC       police.NOM     brought    he.ACC    home 
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 
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In this instance, we find that the wh-movement is blocked in the same way that it is in 

Russian, since yakogo used in this sense is interpreted as ‘what the hell’.  The wh-

movement of object depictives is summarized in Table 18. 

 Table 18: Belarusian Wh-Movement of Object Depictives Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✖ ✔ 
Unbounded ✖ ✔ 

 
 Next will be a description of subject depictives.  Subject depictives in Belarusian 

are widely distributed, with both ICMDs and CADs being possible regardless of the 

boundedness of the adjective involved, as seen in Table 19. 

 Table 19: Belarusian Subject Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✔ 
Unbounded ✔ ✔ 

 
This wide distribution extends to the wh-movement of subject depictives, as wh-

movement is also permitted in both the ICMD and CAD structures regardless of the 

boundedness of the adjective that will be the answer.  This straightforward distribution is 

illustrated in (185) and Table 20. 

 (185) Якi/якiм                            ты               прыйшоў   дадому? 
Jaki/jakim                          ti                 pryjshow    dadomu?   
which.NOM/which.INST   you.NOM     arrived        home   
‘In what state did you arrive home?’ 

 
 Table 20: Belarusian Wh-Movement of Subject Depictives Distribution 

Adjective Type  CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✔ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✔ 
Unbounded ✔ ✔ 

 
 The next grammatical relation that can undergo depictive modification in 

Belarusian is indirect objects.  Like in both Russian and Ukrainian, the ICMD structure is 
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not permitted under any circumstance, and the CAD structure may be used with a 

bounded or partially bounded adjective, as seen in Table 21. 

Table 21: Belarusian Indirect Object Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 
As expected given this distribution, the wh-movement of the ICMD structure is also 

ungrammatical, as shown by (186) and (187) below. 

 (186) *Якiм            ты              даў      яму        кнiгу?           
*Jakim           ti                daw    yamu       knigu?            
which.INST   you.NOM   gave    he.DAT    book.ACC   
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 

 (187) *Якiм            яму         ты              даў    кнiгу?           
*Jakim          yamu       ti                daw   knigu?            
which.INST   he.DAT    you.NOM   gave   book.ACC   
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 

 
As in both Russian and Ukrainian, these examples are only ungrammatical with the 

meaning given; they are grammatical if yakim is interpreted as modifying the subject ti, 

as ICMDs are grammatical for subject depictives in Belarusian.  

Also as one would expect, wh-movement if the CAD structure is permitted when 

the expected response is a bounded or partially bounded adjective.  However, as in 

Russian, the indirect object yamu must move along with the wh-element yakomu, as seen 

in examples (188) and (189) below. 

(188) *Якому            ты              даў      яму        кнiгу?           
*Jakomu           ti                daw    yamu       knigu?            
which.DAT       you.NOM   gave    he.DAT    book.ACC   
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 

 
(189) Якому             яму        ты              даў    кнiгу?           

Jakomu           yamu       ti               daw    knigu?            
which.DAT     he.DAT    you.NOM   gave   book.ACC   
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 
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 The distribution of the wh-movement of indirect object depictives is given in 

Table 22. 

Table 22: Belarusian Wh-Movement of Indirect Object Depictives Distribution 
Adjective Type CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

  
 The final grammatical relation that can undergo depictive modification and wh-

movement of the depictive in Belarusian is the object of a preposition.  As in both 

Russian and Ukrainian, Belarusian was found not to allow ICMD structures to modify 

objects of prepositions, as seen in Table 23. 

 Table 23: Belarusian Object of P Depictive Distribution 
Adjective Type CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 
This, of course, is also found to be in the case with wh-movement, as the ICMD structure 

can never question the state of the object of a preposition, as seen in examples (190) and 

(191) below, which are grammatical if the ICMD is interpreted as modifying the subject 

or the direct object12. 

 (190) *Якiм            ты            атрымаў     пiсьмо    ад     яго? 
*Jakim           ti              atrymaw     pis’mo     ad     yago     
which.INST   you.NOM  received     letter        from him.GEN   
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
 (191) * Aд   яго          якiм              ты            атрымаў     пiсьмо? 

*Ad   yago        jakim             ti              atrymaw     pis’mo  
from  him.GEN  which.INST   you.NOM  received     letter  
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 

                                                
12 This would be possible (and in fact preferred) if the direct object and the adjective in 
question were semantically compatible, although in this case they are not (*drunk letter). 
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However, the permitted CAD structure is able to undergo wh-movement, although like 

Russian and unlike Ukrainian, the entire PP must pied-pipe along with the wh-element, as 

seen in examples (192) and (193). 

 (192) *Якога            ты             атрымаў     пiсьмо    ад     яго? 
*Jakoga           ti               atrymaw     pis’mo     ad     yago     
which.GEN      you.NOM  received     letter         from him.GEN   
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
 (193) Aд     яго           якога           ты             атрымаў     пiсьмо? 

Ad     yago         jakoga          ti               atrymaw     pis’mo  
from  him.GEN  which.GEN    you.NOM  received      letter  
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
This distribution is summarized in Table 24. 
 
 Table 24: Belarusian Wh-Movement Object of P Depictives Distribution 

Adjective Type CAD ICMD 
Bounded ✔ ✖ 
Partially Bounded  ✔ ✖ 

 
 This section has been a description of the distribution of the wh-movement of 

depictives in Belarusian.  The following section of the chapter will be an analysis of this 

distribution, followed by a section comparing the analysis of the wh-movement of 

depictives in Russian, Ukrainian and Belarusian 

 
3.3.2 Analysis of Wh-Movement of Depictives in Belarusian 
 
This section of the chapter will consist of an analysis of the wh-movement of depictives 

in Belarusian described in the previous section of the chapter.  

 I will begin with a description of wh-movement of ICMDs in Belarusian. ICMDs 

in Belarusian pattern similarly to those found in Russian and Ukrainian, and as such the 

analysis is similar.  If a question such as (194) was asked, the answer could be something 

like (195), or an adjective with any other boundedness. 
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 (194) Якiм             мiлiцыя          прывяла  яго          дадому? 
Jakim            milicija           pryvjala   yago        dadomu 
which.INST  police.NOM     brought    he.ACC    home 
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 

 
(195) Мiлiцыя       прывяла  яго         дадому   п’яным. 

Milicija         pryvjala   yago       dadomu  pyanim. 
police.NOM   brought    he.ACC   home      drunk.INST 
‘The police brought him home drunk.’ 

 
Since the wh-question in (194) is derived from the structure in (195), I propose that it is 

base generated with the identical structure to that proposed for (195) in the previous 

chapter, as is shown in (196) below. 

 (196)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next, the wh-phrase moves to the Spec-CP position, motivated by the [uWH] feature on 

C, as seen in (197).  This results with the wh-phrase being at the beginning of the 

sentence, as is attested in example (194). 
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(197)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ICMDs involving subject depictives are the same as those above, except for the fact that 

the DepP adjoins as a v’ adjunct rather than a vP adjunct for subjects and V rather than 

VP for objects.  However, we find the same as the description given in the section on 

Russian above.  ICMDs, wh-moved or not, cannot modify indirect objects or objects of 

prepositions, and as such will not be discussed further in this section. 

 When it comes to CADs in Belarusian, we find that the distribution of CADs 

varies somewhat based on the grammatical relation of the depictive.  In object depictives, 

CADs may only occur when the adjective involved in bounded, yet subject depictives can 

occur regardless of the boundedness of the adjective.  In depictives of indirect objects or 

objects of prepositions, CADs may occur with bounded or partially bounded adjectives.  

When we look at the distribution on wh-movement of CADs, we find some interesting 

differences.  In the case of subject CADs, we find the predictable distribution that wh-
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movement is possible regardless of the boundedness of the adjective in the expected 

response, as shown in (198) and (199) below. 

 (198) Якi                  ты               прыйшоў    дадому? 
Jaki                 ti                 pryjshow     dadomu?   
which.NOM   you.NOM      arrived         home   
‘In what state did you arrive home?’ 

 
 (199) Я             прыйшоў     дадому       рaзумны/рaзумным. 

Ya           pryjshow      dadomu      razumny/razumnym. 
I.NOM     arrived          home          smart.NOM/smart.INST 
‘I came home smart.’ 

 
Again, since (198) is derived from the same structure as (199), I propose that (198) is 

base generated with the same structure as (199), given in (200) below. 

(200)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next, the DepP is motivated to move to Spec-CP to check the [uWH] feature found on C.  

In this case, I propose that the entire DP pied-pipes.  This results in a structure like that 

proposed for CADs in Russian, shown in (201). 
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(201)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When one looks at the wh-movement of object depictive CADs, however, one 

sees that they are not allowed under any circumstances.  This is unexpected, since CADs 

are possible in object depictives, given that the adjective in question has a [bounded] 

feature.  In this case, as in Russian, there are two plausible explanations for this 

irregularity.  The first possibility stems from the fact that, like Russian, Belarusian has an 

expression Yakoga Chorta, ‘what the hell’, which is sometimes shortened to be simply 

yakoga in casual speech.  It could be hypothesized, then, that the CAD movement of the 

accusative yakoga is blocked by the ‘what the hell’ interpretation.  However, there is a 

second possibility as well, which is that Belarusian shares the restriction on CADs with 

Russian, that a DP containing a CAD must pied pipe when that CAD undergoes wh-

movement.   
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 (202) *Якога             мiлiцыя          прывяла  яго          дадому? 
*Jakoga            milicija           pryvjala   yago        dadomu 
which.ACC       police.NOM     brought    he.ACC    home 
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 

 
As can be seen in (202), the wh-movement without pied piping of an object CAD results 

in intervening material between the wh-element and the phrase that it modifies, yago.  

While this may seem like a somewhat stipulative restriction on object CADs, let us take a 

look at the distribution of the wh-movement of CADs involving indirect objects and 

objects of prepositions, given in (203)-(206) below.   

(203) *Якому            ты              даў      яму        кнiгу?           
*Jakomu           ti                daw    yamu       knigu?            
which.DAT       you.NOM   gave    he.DAT    book.ACC   
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 

 
(204) Якому             яму        ты              даў    кнiгу?           

Jakomu           yamu       ti               daw    knigu?            
which.DAT     he.DAT    you.NOM   gave   book.ACC   
‘In what state (of his) did you give him the book?’ 

 
 (205) *Якога            ты             атрымаў     пiсьмо    ад     яго? 

*Jakoga           ti               atrymaw     pis’mo     ad     yago     
which.GEN      you.NOM  received     letter         from him.GEN   
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
 (206) Aд     яго           якога           ты             атрымаў     пiсьмо? 

Ad     yago         jakoga          ti               atrymaw     pis’mo  
from  him.GEN  which.GEN    you.NOM  received      letter  
‘In what state (of his) did you receive the letter?’ 

 
As can be seen, neither CADs involving indirect objects nor objects of prepositions allow 

intervening material between a wh-element and the phrase that it modifies, suggesting a 

requirement that the entire phrase pied-pipe.  For instance, as is seen in (207), the entire 

indirect object DP movees to the Spec-CP position, to check to [uWH] feature on C, 

unlike in Ukrainian, when only the DepP moved to Spec-CP. 
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(207)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This structure provides evidence for the analysis that CADs undergoing wh-movement in 

Belarusian (and Russian) must pied pipe, rather than simply forbidding the wh-movement 

of the object CAD due to the ‘what the hell’ interpretation of yakoga. 

3.4 Comparative Analysis of Wh-Movement of Depictives in East Slavic 
 
This section will be a comparison of wh-movement of depictives in the three East Slavic 

languages, Russian, Ukrainian and Belarusian.   

 It should be noted that some of the differences among the three languages arose 

from the distribution of the boundedness of the wh-moved depictive modifier.  In all 

cases aside from the exceptional case of the ICMD partially bounded subject depictive in 

Russian, the possibility of wh-movement can be predicted by the grammaticality status of 
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the related depictive structures, which was analyzed in the last chapter, and therefore will 

not receive any specific attention in this discussion. 

 There were numerous similarities between the three languages in this instance.  

One is the wh-movement of ICMD structures; other than distributional differences based 

on the boundedness of the depictive adjective, all three languages allow wh-movement of 

in ICMDs to Spec-CP.  This can be seen in (153), (175) and (197) above.   

 However, when we look at wh-movement of CAD type depictives, we see marked 

differences.  These differences seem to divide the languages into two types, one 

illustrated by Ukrainian, the other by both Russian and Belarusian.  One distinction 

between these two types is found is in object depictive CADs.  All three languages allow 

the CAD structure for an object depictive involving a bounded adjective, but only 

Ukrainian allows wh-movement of this type of structure.  As was discussed earlier in the 

text, there were two possible explanations regarding this difference.  The first is that 

Russian and Belarusian both have an expression, Kakogo Cherta and Yakoga Chorta, 

respectively, that translates roughly to ‘what the hell’.  These expressions are commonly 

shortened to simply kakogo and yakoga, respectively, which in both cases is the same as 

the form as the accusative version of the wh-element that would normally be used for this 

type of wh-movement.  Therefore, one could postulate that polite avoidance of this crude 

saying blocks the wh-movement in this case. 

 A better supported analysis, however, is the proposal that in both Russian and 

Belarusian that a DP containing a CAD undergoing wh-movement must pied pipe.  This 

allows for the grammaticality of subject depictive CADs, as movement of this DepP does 

not leave its DP stranded due to the fact that there is no intervening material between 
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them as a result of the movement.  This also correctly predicts the ungrammaticality of 

the wh-movement of the object depictive.  The absence of this condition in Ukrainian 

predicts the grammaticality of wh-movement of an object depictive in this language.  This 

analysis is supported by the wh-movement of CADs modifying indirect objects and 

objects of prepositions as well.  In Russian and Belarusian, the wh-element cannot move 

by itself in either of these circumstances; it must pied pipe along with either the indirect 

object or the entire prepositional phrase, whereas in Ukrainian, the wh-element can move 

by itself in either of these circumstances.   

Of course, the obvious question is whetehr Russian or Belarusian move the direct 

object along with the CAD, as seen in example (208). 

 (208) *Какого          его         милиция       привела    домой? 
*Kakogo         ego         milicija          privela      domoj? 
which.ACC     he.ACC    police.NOM    brought     home      
‘In what state did the police bring him home?’ 

 
For reasons which I am unable to explain, the consultant who was questioned specifically 

about this said that it forces the ‘determiner’ reading of the wh-element, which selects a 

DP response, rather than the ‘Adjective’ reading; that is, rather than questioning the state 

of the male brought home by the police (as a depictive adjective), this example is 

interpreted as questioning which particular male out of a set of males that the police 

brought home (i.e. selects a DP as a response).  It in unclear why this reading is not 

forced when used with an indirect object or an object of a preposition.  This clearly 

constitutes an area for future research. 

 Both of these account for the distinction between Ukrainian CADs and those of 

the other two languages are possible.  The second also makes broader predictions, as it 

also accounts for the differences between Ukrainian and the other two languages in terms 
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of the wh-movement of indirect object and object of preposition CADs.  It is also better 

supported than the only previous analysis of this phenomenon, by Richardson (2006).  

Richardson proposes that (a) there is no structural difference between CADs and ICMDs, 

and (b) the wh-movement facts are accounted for by the lack of as AspP projection 

dominating Russian object depictive CADs, which acts as an ‘escape hatch’ for the wh-

phrase in Ukrainian.  The account proposed in this thesis has some advantages over 

Richardson’s.  In addition to providing a better account of the case-marking facts than 

Richardson’s analysis does, my analysis also provides an account of the restrictions on 

the grammatical relations of DPs modified by ICMDs, and the absence of such 

restrictions on DPs modified by CADs. Moreover, it provides an account of the pied-

piping requirement on wh-moved CADs in Russian and Belarusian, and the absence of 

such a requirement on wh-moved ICMDs. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusions 
 
This thesis has provided a description and analysis of depictives and wh-movement of 

depictives in the three East Slavic languages Russian, Ukrainian and Belarusian.  There 

have been found to be many interesting similarities and differences between the three 

languages. 

 In terms of the distribution, ICMDs were found to be extremely similar across all 

languages, with depictives and their wh-movement being permitted regardless of the 

boundedness of the adjective for subject and object depictives in all languages, except for 

the puzzling case of partially bounded Russian subject ICMDs.  Furthermore, ICMDs 

were found to never be permitted with depictive predication of indirect objects or objects 

of prepositions in all languages with no exceptions.  Another similarity is that CAD 

depictive structures were permitted with bounded adjectives for subjects, objects, indirect 

objects and objects of prepositions in all languages, and were never permitted with 

unbounded adjectives for these grammatical relations. 

 Differences in the distribution, however, are seen in many instances with CADs.  

While object CADs are permitted with bounded adjectives in all languages, only 

Ukrainian allows its wh-movement.   In subject depictives, Ukrainian only permitted 

CAD structures with bounded adjectives, while Russian and Belarusian permitted subject 

CAD structures regardless of the boundedness of the adjective.  While all three languages 

permitted CAD structures with bounded and partially bounded adjectives for CADs 

involving objects of preposition, Russian did not allow depictive modification of an 

indirect object with a partially bounded adjective, whereas Ukrainian and Belarusian did.   
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 In terms of the structural analysis, all three languages shared a common structure 

for both the CADs and ICMDs.  The analysis that I proposed blended several elements of 

previous analyses.  In terms of CADs, I proposed that the DepP projection adjoind as a 

DP adjunct to the argument that it modifies.  This is much like of the analysis of 

depictives put forth by Irimia (2005), in which she argued for this structure with evidence 

from Albanian involving structures in which the depictive adjective agrees in case with 

the argument that it modifies.  Adjoining inside the DP which it modifies allows for an 

easy explanation of how the depictive predicate receives the same case as the argument 

that it modifies. 

 In terms of the structure of ICMDs, I proposed a structure that is more like the 

analysis of Pylkkänen’s (2008) analysis of depictives, in which she noted that many 

languages, such as Finnish, mark depictives with some type of invariable oblique case.  

This was the case in Russian ICMDs, where both object and subject depictives show the 

same oblique instrumental case.  I proposed that object ICMD DepPs adjoind as adjuncts 

of the VP, and subject ICMDs adjoind as adjuncts of the vP.  In terms of the wh-

movement of ICMDs, all languages behave the same, with the DepP structure moving to 

Spec-CP, motivated by the need to check an uninterpretable [uWH] feature on C.  

 Two major differences in terms of the structure were found in the wh-movement 

of CADs.  First, wh-movement of object CADs was found to be permitted in Ukrainian, 

but disallowed in Russian.  There were two possible explanations for this.  The first was 

that in Russian and Belarusian, the accusative form of the wh -element kakogo ‘which’ 

happens to overlap with the common shortening of an expression that means ‘what the 

hell’, the interpretation all participants of these two languages reported upon hearing 
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these examples.  The second explanation proposed was a restriction present in Russian 

and Belarusian but absent in Ukrainian that DPs containing CADs undergoing wh-

movement must pied pipe.  This prevented the movement of the object CAD in Russian 

and Ukrainian as the subject and verb intervened.  Although this is somewhat stipulative, 

I preferred this explanation slightly as it also accounts for the second major difference 

found.  This difference was found in the wh-movement of CADs of indirect objects and 

objects of prepositions.  In Russian and Belarusian, it was found that the indirect object 

or the PP being modified must move along with the wh-element to the Spec-CP position, 

whereas in Ukrainian the wh-element could move alone in these types of structures.  With 

the proposed restriction given to account for object CADs, this also explains the indirect 

object and object of preposition data for Russian and Belarusian, as moving the wh-

element alone results in intervening material, whereas in Ukrainian the lack of this 

restriction permits this intervening material.  Again, this wh-movement was motivated by 

a need to check an uninterpretable [uWH] feature on C. 

 This thesis has provided one of the first syntactic analysesof the Belarusian 

language in the linguistics literature.  It was extremely interesting to see that in some 

cases Belarusian acted similarly to Russian, as in the wh-movement of object, indirect 

object and object of a preposition CADs, in some cases it patterned the same as 

Ukrainian, as in the distribution related to boundedness of the adjective in indirect object 

CADs, and in some cases it patterned all on its own, as in the case of not allowing 

depictive modification of an implicit external argument in a passive, which had some 

theoretical implications in the analysis.   
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 Due to the scope of this being a Master’s thesis, there were several limitations 

with the study, which of course means there is room for future research.  In the future, I 

would like to conduct a similar study with a larger participant pool, and as well I would 

like to greatly expand the number of examples of each adjective type with respect to 

boundedness, as the facts with respect to this were unclear in some respects.  Another 

area of interest would be to further study the structure of CADs, looking at areas such as 

pied piping, word order, and how DP-adjuncts and event-level adjuncts are able to have 

approximately the same semantics.  
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